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AWARDS AND HONORS

Latin Honors (S),(M),(C)
The criteria for graduating with honors is based on GPA and completing 45 semester hours in residence at UTA. In general, bachelor's degree candidates will receive Summa Cum Laude honors if their overall GPA is 3.9-4.0, Magna Cum Laude honors if their overall GPA is 3.7-3.899, or Cum Laude honors if their overall GPA is 3.5-3.699.

Double Major †
A student who fulfills the specified requirements for two different majors under a single degree simultaneously prior to graduation completes a double major. One diploma is issued and both majors are recorded on a student’s transcript and diploma. In this booklet, the symbol denotes the second major only.

Dual Degree ‡
A student who fulfills the specified requirements for two different majors from different degrees simultaneously prior to graduation completes a dual degree. The student must complete a minimum additional 30 credit hours beyond the degree plan with the greater required credit hours and all prerequisite and field of study courses for both degrees.

Honors College *
The Honors College is a diverse community of student scholars from all majors who are dedicated to academics, creative activity, research, and service. To graduate with an Honors degree, students must complete the degree requirements for their major, be a member of the Honors College in good standing, maintain a cumulative 3.2 GPA, and complete a Capstone Project.

McNair Scholars §
The Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program is designed to help academically talented students from traditionally underserved backgrounds reach their potential by earning a doctoral degree. Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of at least 3.0 and complete a research internship under the guidance of a faculty mentor, among other requirements.

Goolsby Leadership Academy ●
The Goolsby Leadership Academy is for students desiring to develop the skills, behaviors, and perspectives they need to become problem-solvers and ethical leaders in the business world. The Academy admits one cohort each year, and students must be business majors with minimum GPAs of 3.1.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING, AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Master’s Degrees

Department of Landscape Architecture

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Melissa Brown
Patricia Cerda
Michael Elizabeth Moore
Jeevita Sai Pasupetti
Beth Ellen Sipzner
Angelica Elena Villalobos

Department of Public Affairs and Planning

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Brian Andrew Campbell
Anna Laura Harmjanz
Crystal S. Lemus
Osaro Evbenagie Obayuwana
Akanksha Arvindbhai Patel
Haley Alyssa Riddick
Irene Thao My Vu
Jack Zhu

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Eduardo Aguirre
John Alexander Bell
Agnes Darkowaa Bonsu
Leticia V. Cordero
Linda Rebecca Coryea
Liza A. Cox
William Doss
Cassondra Y. Fields Andrews
Elizabeth Ann Garza
Jonica Raeanne Gillings
Juan Gonzalez
Nathan Wayne Gregory
Sheryl Ann Hall
Mary Sobhy Hanna
Rashad Jackson-Stegall
Phillip James Johns
Issa Abdalla Kafena
Lizzeth Krausse
Elliot M. Lester
John Elton Lewis

Baccalaureate Degrees

School of Architecture

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE
Elizabeth Adebayo (C) *
Benjamin Afrid
Allan Aguirre
Masah Akhtar (C)
Luis M. Alcantar
Salomon Alcantar (M)
Edward Alvarez
Leonardo Alves Dos Santos
Dena Asaad
Jesse Avila (M)
Luis Enrique Balderas
Karen M. Banegas Escobar
Juan Bentancourt (C)
Kaitlyn N. Benton (C)
Russell-Royce Lawrence Butler
Cassandra Camacho (M)
Jesse Angel Campos
Andy Vo Cao
Louis Cao (M)
Efrain Castro (M)
Giovanni Castro (M)
Andrea Chavez Mancillas
Van Bawi Chin Chum *
Leila Fatou Abla Coutilbly Diakite (M)
Andre David Cuvelier
Kaitlyn Abigail Estonilo Dacpano (S)
Valeria Davila (S)
Addison Ann DeBerry (C)
Ben Burkhart Denneyhry (M)
Vrunda Desai (M)
Alex Dominguez (C)
Brannon Ellinwood (S)
Alan V. Escoto
Rebecca G. Few
Emely Garcia
Marissa Nicole Garcia
Matthew Gartner (S)
Ivy Gaspar (C)
Tressa Renee Gautney (C)
Christopher Gomez (C)
Evan Gonzalez
Anthony Henein (C)
Andrea Hernandez
Jorge Herrera
Christian Eli Iglesias (C)
Ensaif Kalbounbeh (M)
Arya Kamfiroozi
Elyas Kham (M) *
Cassandra Marie Kipker (S)
Shillpa B. Kumar (M)
Christopher Michael Kusek
Doan Thi Ngoc Lam (M)

Candidates’ official statuses will be determined by final semester grades.
COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Mohammad Karimi Sani

MS, Sharif University of Technology, 2012
BS, Sharif University of Technology, 2010

Dissertation Title: Sustainability, Board Composition, and Culture in IT Industry Companies: The Employees’ Viewpoint

Supervising Professor: Sridhar Panchapakesan Nerur

Shona Geovanni Smith

MBA, East Carolina University, 2019
BA, Christopher Newport University, 2017

Dissertation Title: Sticks and Stones: A Look at the Effects of Microinsults and Stereotype Threat on Sustainable Career Outcomes

Supervising Professors: Alison V. Hall Birch, Ariane Froidevaux

Master’s Degrees

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kai-Ting Chang
Ko-Jui Chang
Ping-Tai Chang
Tzu-Fang Chang
Yu-Shan Chang
Chun-Chao Chen
Chung-Kuang Chen
Dan-Ni Chen
George Chen
Philo Chen
Wei-Chun Chen
Yi-An Chen
Yi-Yin Chen
Tzu-Hui Chien
Chang-Ming Chiu
Chien-Chuan Chiu
Yang-Chih Chiu
Hanyao Dai
Ting Di
Hsuen-Yong Fang
Ching-Yao Fu
Ching-Hsien Hsieh
Hsi-Ling Hsieh
Shu-Ting Hsu
Hsuan-Chin Hu
We-Ting Hu
Huai-Hsien Huang
Szu-Wei Huang

Hsueh-Wei Hung
Pei-Fang Jun
Yung-Chung Kang
Hsi-Chiu Kung
Shao-Ching Kuo
Cheng-Yi Le
Carol Lee
Chia-Ning Lee
Shu-Chuan Lee
Ching-An Lin
Man-Chien Lin
Shiao-Feng Lin
Shih-Yung Lin
Ting-Fang Lin
Yan-Wen Lin
Yu-Chun Lin
Shih-Chieh Lo
Shih-Kai Lo
Ying-Jui Lu
Chung-Chih Peng
Fei-Wen Sung
Yi-Hong Tang
Meng-Jr Tsai
Ming-Huang Tsai
Chun-Hui Tsao
Hsuan-Hua Tseng
Chun-Jen Wang
Kuan-Chih Wang
Shan-Hung Wang
Sheng Wang
Hsin-Pin Wu
Po-Hsuan Wu
Szu-Ying Wu

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Quinn Barber
Kaleb Mesfin Bekele
Marshall Kevin Bell
Alexandria Alicia Boydstun
Jennifer M. Brown
George Daniel Crump
Tamara Ellis
Adrianna Gisselle Enriquez
Karan Gadodia
Hiba Hashim
Reagan Dawn Hukill
Tu Vi Hoang Le
Mariel McKnight
Meghana Reddy Nagam
Crystal Navarrete
Laura Anne Olmos
Nicholas D. Perez
David Bolton Rash
Victoria Vivian Valdez

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION

Gabriela Cordova
Tracy Dunn
Sehr Lalani
Aditi Nethikar
Department of Accounting
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING
Angel Zachary Espinoza
Stephanie Denise Ramirez
Cristina Joanne Ramirez Mares

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Maria Anaya
Guliette Arellanes
Danyal Ashraf
Aastha Bhandari
Jeremy Robert Burt
Reshma Chandrasekharan
Maya Tafesse Daniel
Alyssa Nicole Fuller
Benito Garcia Gonzalez
Zachary J. Gonzalez
Stephanie Lynn Leonard
Jesika Mainali
Heather P. Nghiem
Christian V. Nguyen
Nhu Phung Thi Nguyen
Lindsey Beth Rhodes
Aerin Ross
Emily Wong Su

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION
Jorge Leonardo Lira
Akeem Kunle Shittu

Department of Economics
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS DATA ANALYTICS
Akhil Gopal Yadav Avula
Francesca Jaubert
Shahbaz Abdul Khaliq Khan
Jared Israel Maldonado
Devika Sirigiri

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN QUANTITATIVE FINANCE
Neha Aggarwal
Janavi Ashokbhai Chheta
Jenit Dinesh Kumar Dankhara
Kalyani Narendra Dixit
Harsh Drolia
Sapana Gharti Thapa
Akhil Deepak Kanabar
Juveria Muhammad
Thiyagavel Nithyanandham
Raj Yash Sachan
Adithya Sampath
Nidhi Rakesh Kumar Shah
Nagateja Velugundula
Harsh P. Viradiya

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN REAL ESTATE
Carol Davis Borchardt
Jeremy Denise M. Lenaerts
Paul Francis Okello

Department of Finance and Real Estate
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Sheikh Nazib Ahmed
Bhagiradh Akuthota
Prerna Anegundi
Visrutha Balashannmugam
Nilambari Raghunath Ransode
Sraavya Bathula
Parita Bharadriya
Yash Bipinbhai Bhimani
Venkata Satya Sai Sriharsha Bollina
Gabrielle Cevallas
Nicole Cevallas
Jun-Li Chen
Benjamin Mark Chörenziak
Ferdricko De Paula Alves
Shrawanil Diliprao Gadekar
Khadija Ivana Iscandri
Anurag Jadhav
Juanita Jayabalen
Ragavi Kannaiyan
Akhil Sai konduri
Amit Kumar
Rahul Kumar
Prachi M. Mahajan
Dhanashri Vilas Malode
Rakesh Maram
Anirudh Reddy Metti
Sachin Muddam
Jahnavi Nalajala
Chimata Brett Njeleka
Shyam Babu Pandu
Krushboo Hitesh Parekh
Navya Polam Reddy
Leo Paul Police
Ashok Rai
Gaurav Singh Rajawat
Prashanth Reddy
Priyanka Pannalal Sagar
Praveen Kumar Sagi
Aashritha Reddy Sanku
Roshani Annappa Shiradwade
Sanjct Sreevastava
Nishi Nimesh Kumar Talati
Anusha Upalapati
Naveen Sai Reddy Vengalathur
Guru Lokesh Venkatapathy
Steven Charles Wilson
Yash Yadav

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Shamima Ahsan
Anushya Arivazhagan
Maria Amanda Arvisu
Suraj Ashok Bhirad
Srunthi Atthuluri
Sai Padma Avancha
Hritvik S. Bagde
Yeswanth Goud Basampally
Indupriya Bhaskar Basierddy

Swikriti Bhattacharai
Vishnu R. Champaneri
Roshani Chavan
Shashank Mahendra Chhajed
Veera Venkata Rajeev Kireeti Chundru
Sumit De
Kajal S. Dubey
Rishitha Gadhapirdi
Manikanta Gandikota
Akshay Gangam
Manasi Mangesh Ghadge
Zainul Abadin Hasan
Mehul Anumap Hivlekar
Mayur Padmam Jadhav
Yoshitha Jaladanki
Kavya Sree Jasty
Rony Joseph
Shruti Prakash Kamthe
Kamalkumar Kannan
Sara Kardani
Hitesh Katari
Anirudh Reddy Katkuri
Harish Katta
Indu Katta
Kritika Sudhakar Kotian
Shani Mukeshbhai Kukadiya
Chaitanya Krishna Kuppuru
Lakshmi Saranya Makineni
Mukesh Malepati
Bhargavi Pailla
Jaykumar Hitesh Kumar Patel
Monarch Dharmendra Patel
Lora Jonas Pereira
Danica Casimer Quadros
Anshii Ajay Kumar Rai
Netrjira Ramesh
Ishaan Kishor Rathi
Livesh Roy Ravipati
Dumpa Akash Reddy
Anushka Gopal Sarode
Mohammed Sayeed Shaik
Samhi Naish Shamma
Vanitha Shendha Ramesh
Vanya Sinha
Tejas Srikanth
Vaishnavi Sulegai Radheshyam
Brian Tran
Prabhath B. Upadhyay
Jay Vikas Warke
Neethika Yalamanchili
Aditya Madan Yenpure

Department of Management
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Karrah Denney
Kylie Humphrey
Michael Wayne Jones
Mira Georgette McCoy
Meenakshi Mishra
Jeffrey Scott Moore
Cuong Hong Chan Nguyen
Felipe Quintero Rojas
Arthur Thomas
Crystal M. Towner
Princess Kpeila Vonleh-Duo

Department of Marketing
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING RESEARCH
Saurya Prabha Bhattrai
Anshit M. Kankotiya
Lamar Martin
Lorraine Czaridelle Raymundo
Nanavati Ruta Shaunak
Aagya Wagle

Crystal M. Towner
Princess Kpeila Vonleh-Duo

Department of Marketing
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING RESEARCH
Saurya Prabha Bhattrai
Anshit M. Kankotiya
Lamar Martin
Lorraine Czaridelle Raymundo
Nanavati Ruta Shaunak
Aagya Wagle

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (CHINESE)
Catherine Campos •
Alexis Jauregui •
Alyisa Joelle Torch (S)

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (FRENCH)
Christa Ann John (S)
Brandon Adam Tremaine (M)

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (KOREAN)
Shayla Lim (C)
Essence Laniece Wesley

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (SPANISH)
Brenda Aguilar
Antonio Jose Barrientos
Camila Garcia
Daniela Garcia Aguirre
Ariana Jasso
Lauren E. Rehnquist (C) •
Francisca Emilia Vergara
Vanessa Villanueva

Department of Accounting

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN ACCOUNTING
Abdulla Omar Alhasan
Ricardo Alvarez
Paola Arellano (S)
Tannay Bhatia (S)
Shyla Camarena
Alex Castillo Vega (C)
Britton Alexander Clark (S)
Melanie Lizbeth Colores
Lani M. Cook
Trinh Dao (C)
Habiba Akter Eva
Alyssa Caitlynn Frankis (S) •
Karen Gallegos
Miguel Angel Garcia Ortiz
Tyler Earl Gillis
Matthew Daniel Gomez
Emanuel Gonzalez (C)
Matthew Lee Herrera
Hunter Hoffman
Mai Thi Tuyet Huynh
Nhi Huynh (S)
Matthew Christopher Jannes (S)
Jenny Pham Jewell (C)
Benjamin Cole Koiner
Solomon Kwao (M)
John Le
Lilly A. Le (M)
Myles Jordan Lester
Keziah Manda
Douglas Mathison (C)
Justin James McIntosh
Madelin M. Morrison
Jareid Matthew Munoz
Serena Omenai (M)
Nathalie Ornelas
Austin Carl Louis Osburn (C) (M)
Sabino Osornio
Carlos Paz (C)
Ly Poovey
Adrian Ramirez
Christina Madeline Rein
Aiden J. Rodgers
Jesus Alejandro Ruizesperza (M)
Samantha Nicole Scott
Sydney E. Su (S)
Brian Lizeth Torres
Dat Tran (S)
Thanh Hong Thi Tran
Thuy-Trang Thi Tran
Truc M. Tran
Richard Tristan
Giovanna Vazquez
Miguel Velez Del Rosario
Keaira Denise Wells
Kamonie Williams
Cassandra Dawn Yettte (S)

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN ECONOMICS
Quang D. Dao (C)

Department of Economics

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN ECONOMICS
Quang D. Dao (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Andrew Emeka Anyanwu
Iris Betancurt
Amber Dennis (M)
Phillip Brandon Martinez
Timothy James Slayton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
Anesah Collier
Ekenemchukwu Donald Ofuokwu (C)
Martin Luther Uzochukwuka

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN FINANCE
Alexis A. Aguilar
Fuzail Ahmad
Ruth A. Ajayi
Gloria Awino (S) •
Matthew Edward Berckart (C)
Tannay Bhatia (S) (M)
Jacob H. Billeaudexaux
Tori Erin Bowman (S)
Ricardo Cabral
Gabriel Arturo Campos
Sergio A. Carranza Jr.
Luis Alberto Casas (M)
Kevin Castillo (C)
Haydee Chavira
Hannah Sunyul Choi
Md Rafiul Islam Chowdhury
Quang D. Dao (C) (M)
Trinh Dao (C) (M)
Alberto Delgadillo
Vanish Vijay Dhani
Karen Melissa Dinklang
Austin John Dollar
Brandon Alex Eubanks
Habiba Akter Eva (M)
Kimberly A. Flores
Katherine R. Fonseca
Karen Gallegos (M)
Tyler Earl Gillis (M)
Matthew Daniel Gomez (M)
Christian Gonzalez (M)
Emanuel Gonzalez (C) (M)
Getsemany Gonzalez
Joseph Andrew Gracia
Joseph Guussoni
Eric L. Harper
Cole Alexander Hensley
Jenny Pham Jewell (C) (M)
Lilly A. Le (M)
Lana Vivienne Legkiy
Adrian Longoria
Francisco J. Macias
Daniel Martinez
Grant McMillin
Zeeshan Mehmood
David E. Mendez
Hiroki Miyahara

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
Anesah Collier
Ekenemchukwu Donald Ofuokwu (C)
Martin Luther Uzochukwuka
Ogbuigwe (S)
Daniela Pedrada
Thuan Pham (M)
Niharika Venkatesh

Department of Finance and Real Estate

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN FINANCE
Alexis A. Aguilar
Fuzail Ahmad
Ruth A. Ajayi
Gloria Awino (S) •
Matthew Edward Berckart (C)
Tannay Bhatia (S) (M)
Jacob H. Billeaudexaux
Tori Erin Bowman (S)
Ricardo Cabral
Gabriel Arturo Campos
Sergio A. Carranza Jr.
Luis Alberto Casas (M)
Kevin Castillo (C)
Haydee Chavira
Hannah Sunyul Choi
Md Rafiul Islam Chowdhury
Quang D. Dao (C) (M)
Trinh Dao (C) (M)
Alberto Delgadillo
Vanish Vijay Dhani
Karen Melissa Dinklang
Austin John Dollar
Brandon Alex Eubanks
Habiba Akter Eva (M)
Kimberly A. Flores
Katherine R. Fonseca
Karen Gallegos (M)
Tyler Earl Gillis (M)
Matthew Daniel Gomez (M)
Christian Gonzalez (M)
Emanuel Gonzalez (C) (M)
Getsemany Gonzalez
Joseph Andrew Gracia
Joseph Guussoni
Eric L. Harper
Cole Alexander Hensley
Jenny Pham Jewell (C) (M)
Lilly A. Le (M)
Lana Vivienne Legkiy
Adrian Longoria
Francisco J. Macias
Daniel Martinez
Grant McMillin
Zeeshan Mehmood
David E. Mendez
Hiroki Miyahara

(S) Summa Cum Laude • Double Major • Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude • Dual Degree • Goolsby Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN REAL ESTATE
Pratiksha Bhandari (C) •
Luis Alberto Casas •
Vansh Vijay Dhami •
Truc Hoai Dinh
Taylor Michael Giroux
Kyle Pashen •
Ajay Bharat Patel
Jordyn Ashton Payne
Colby Luke Shortt

Department of Information Systems and Operations Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Ali Rashad Abdelhadi
Abdulrahman Abufayyad (M)
Zaimah Nuriyah Ahmed
Ikenna Oluomachikwu Asoluwa
Alexandra Lizeth Bahena
Abigail Louise Bradley (S)
Luis Camacho
Jonathan Carballo
Tyra Cato
Sabrina Cortez •
Janice Goss (M)
Solomon Kwao •
Sandra Lim
Aalez Merchant
Sahar Y. Mirza
Tajae Evon-Marcel Moment
Jason Olivas
Serena Omenai (M) •
Austin Carl Louis Osburn (C)
Jeswin Paulson
Martha Maria Ruelas (S) •
Jesus Alejandro Ruizesparza •
James A. Salinas
Sumayya Shirwa (C)
Minh Tran

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN OPERATIONS AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Katheryne Freeman
Daniel Garibay (S)
Jared Gomez (C)
Jared Anthony Munoz (M) •

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Mohammad Shafab Abbas (C)
Musharib Mohammad Abid
Issa Khaled Abu-Lawi
Fatimah Ahmed (M)
Ahmed Ali (C)
Sami Ali (C) •
Prince Brobbey Bekoe
Blake Dalton Bond
Camden Bruce Byrd
Juan N. Cantera
Nataly Cardona
Kyle Castille
Chris J. Cho
Tahsin Rahman Chowdhury
Milan Dahal (M)
Kishor Dhamala
Ann Thien An Dinh (M)
Tsegaa Dubiso
Ameen Mohad Elassi
Haneen M. Elsad
Fardeen Ferdous •
Pedro Flores
Daniel Jesus Garcia
Rylan Ellis Garmett
Andrew B. Haddadin
Mir Farooq Hassan
Marcus Hassell
Katherin Alicia Hernandez (C)
Joseph Andrew Herron (M)
Chris-huy Pham Ho
Dylan Khang Hoang
Melissa T. Huerta
Gwyneth Joseph John
Maximillian C. Johnson
Rebina Karki
Saugat Khatriwada (M)
Isaac Labrosse
Ali Muhammed Lalani
David Le
Huy Gia Le (C)
Jason Doanh Le (C)
Minh Y. Nhu Le
Brandon Carlos Lopez
Jacqueline Marie Lopez
Nathan Tyler Lozano
Travis Luong (C)
Hamza Abdulwahab Madhobe
Bipul Mahat
Aaron Phillip Mathew
Christopher S. Mendez
Ayanna Michael
Hasan Mobarek
Aesha Abdulkadir Mohamed
Haniya Mohammed-Ali
Saabirin Mohamed Muridi (C)
Lisbeth Murrugarra
Shan Ali Naqvi
Mouhamadou Moustapha Ndaye
Calvin P. Nguyen
Hai Nguyen
Johnny Nguyen
Khhoa Dang Nguyen
Linda Nguyen
Wilson Nguyen
Iyamu Oyejide
Hatim Shabbir Patanwala (C)
Ekax Ivan Perez
Thien An Ngoc Pham (C)
Quynh Ha Nhu Phan (M)
Mehdi Hassan Rahan
Rita Rai (C)
Ram Amin Refai
Jacob Roberts
James Rowe
Alimohd Karim Schwarz
Kimberly Melissa Salazar
Olivia J. Scott
Areesh Sharif (C)
Ryan Daniel Switzer
Bryan Daniel Taylor (M)
Jadon T. Thai
Spencer A. Throneberry
Cheikhhamet T. Toure
Hieu Hoang Dinh Tran (C)
Thi Thanh Thuy Tran
Tyler T. Tran
Tori Gabrielle Trice
Robert N. Valdez
Spencer A. Throneberry
Cheikhhamet T. Toure
Hieu Hoang Dinh Tran (C)
Thi Thanh Thuy Tran
Tyler T. Tran
Tori Gabrielle Trice
Robert N. Valdez
Musaddique Wahid
Alex A. Weaver (C)
Zuri Ayanna Williams
Bilal A. Younis (M)
Achu Sara Zachariah (C)
Shaun George Zachariah
Maida Zahid •
Department of Management

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MANAGEMENT

Sara Salem Abdalati
Juan Carlos Acevedo
Jayda Alexandra Acosta
Angel Dayanara Aguilar
Duah Ahmed (C)
Zaid Arqam Mahmood Ajawi (C)
Paola Arredondo
Shashauna Lasha Arrington
Rachel Asher
Gillian J. Austin
Abby Beeck (C) * •
Matthew Edward Berckart (C) †
Pratiksha Bhandari (C)
Ashley Blackard (M)
Giovanni Blancarte
Olivia Bolton (M)
Emily Nicole Bradley (S)
Shelby Marie Bradley (S)
Chanell Marie Brown
Donald James Brown
Adam Minh Son Bui (M)
Mai Bui
Destiny Cardona
Antonio Carmona
Julio C. Castro
Raven Ruiz Castro
Ashlee Chavez
Jiwon Choi
Vansidi Chum
Britton Alexander Clark (S) †
Sabrina Cortez ‡
Daniel Charl Cronje
Haley O. Cutshall
David Paul Davis
Victoria Brianna Davis
David Telefoso De La Cruz
Daisy Maria Devora
Abbie Ann Dodson
Suzette Dominguez
Cara Elizabeth Dover
Rula Dreini
Benjamin Curtis Erickson
Conniejean Rose Fendley
Carlo Gustavo Fernandez
Britany Renee Ferran
Ruby Flores
Daniella Garcia
Monica Garcia
Siyang Ghimire
Marcus Gordon
Joe Nathan Gray
Cason B. Gregory
Alexis A. Guerrero ‡
Amanda Nicole Haddock ‡
Suha Bhyain Haque (M)
Karen He
Lizette Hernandez (C)
Sophia Elizabeth Highley (M)
Maverick A. Holloway
Mayra Hurtado
Hayden Hyles
Sebastian Blake Ingles
Cameron James Jeffcoat ‡
Sydney S. Jefferson-Wilson
Christian A. Jones
Abdul-Rahman Mea Jubain
Mariam Khan
Ahlem Khayati
Kassy M. Krahulik (M) •
Amy Lam
Cindy Thi Le ‡
Janie Huynh Le (M) ‡
Marco Rafael Lerma
Reagan Lomas
Andrea S. Lopez Nunez
Jessica Lopez Terrazas ‡
Andrea Carolina Luna
Eric Matthew Luz ‡
Jose Macareno ‡
Christopher Antonio Marenco
Mario Roberto Marroquin
Madelin Yaneth Martinez
Rose M. Martinez
Wendy Lucero Martinez (C)
Jamarcus Breon Mason
Melanie Mata
David Maya
Lauren Madison McManus ‡
Luis Javier Mejia
Adrian Mendez
Jeremiah Mendoza
Kaleigh Michele Miller
Jonah R. Minjarez
Sahar Y. Mirza †
Lasante Janay Mitchell
Eleanor Thompson Mize
Austin D. Moran
Mera Eshak Mubark
Neiva Laura Munoz-Castillo
Terry Lee Nance
Dickolas Bao Van Nguyen
Vy T. Nguyen ‡
Diana L. Nino ‡
Adam Joel Ochoa
Osamudiame Joshua Omigie
Karely Ortega
Dhruv R. Patel
Krishna B. Patel
Jordan Ashton Payne †
Andy Hoang Phan
Luke Edward Phipps (M) •
Cristian Pineda (M)
Mya Chiranaay Porter
Lucina Ramirez
Jordan Leigh Redmon
Robert Chandler Reese (C)
Lesley Paloma Rico
Justin Matthew Cepeda Rigor
Kennedi Roach
Kyla Christina Rogers
Blanca Nicole Ruiz ‡
Jenna Ruiz (C)
Ryan Scott Russell †
Dremaine Lejuann Sands
Clarissa Nycole Serna
George Anthony Serrano-Flores
Isai Sigala ‡
Ryan J. Smith
Matteo Sean Steller (C)
Matthew Kenneth Stover
Daniel Junior Suarez
Suhaana Amin Suteria
Subrina Syeda
Yusra Tahir
Cadence Lauren Talbot ‡
Lindiah Anitra Thomas
Devon Sylvanus Thompson
Hannah Joy Thornton (S) ‡
Lindsey Nicole Torres
Amy Tran †
Kailyn T. Tran (M)
Matthew Tran
Truc M. Tran †
Allan Tshipamba
Rosalyn Ventura
Jose Miguel Villagomez Garcia
Jason A. Villalta
Daisy Giselle Villamueva
Natalia I. Villatoro
Kayley Madison Wade
Luke Andrew Wagner
Blake Matthew Welch (M)
Jaden Welch
Victoria Brianne Williams
Sarah Ashley Zenkner

Department of Marketing

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MARKETING

Tala Tawfik Aboutalbah
Juan Carlos Acevedo †
Jayda Alexandra Acosta †
Zaid Arqam Mahmood Ajawi ‡
Shashauna Lasha Arrington †
Rachel Asher †
Abby Beeck (C) †
Jake Behringer
Abigail Bernabe
Giovanni Blancarte †
Olivia Bolton (M) †
Emily Nicole Bradley (S) †
Shelby Marie Bradley (S) †
Jaylen Isabella Bridges
Donald James Brown †
Destiny Cardona †
Raven Ruiz Castro †
Jiwon Choi †

* Summa Cum Laude • Double Major • Honors College
900 Magna Cum Laude ‡ Dual Degree • Goldman Scholar
404 Cum Laude
Wesley Lawrence Lebakken  
Shannon Catherine Lee  
Heather Marie Lu  
Roselia Marquez  
Jason Michael Martin  
Kelly Linnae Meek  
Emily Nifong Merril  
Caitlynn P. Meyer-Godwin  
Kelly Michelle Mitchell  
Carrie Lynn Montz  
Jordan Marie Morales  
Corinna Diane Noordewier  
Michelle Ortiz  
Tiffeny J. Parker  
Hannah Caroline Patterson  
Esmeralda Perales  
Beatrice Florence Gilstrap Poff  
Elizabeth Morrison Reynolds  
Gabrielle Danielle Robbins  
Katherine Roberts  
Shakendria Robertson  
Nyssa E. Rodriguez  
Esmeralda Rodriguez Sanchez  
Celeste Serrano  
Michelle Lynn Sinclair  
Micaela L. Smith  
Alexis Marie Stahl  
Mary Karen Stanfield  
Pia Yolande Surgant  
Madelyn Clare Thomsett  
Stephanie Evelyn Tobola  
Maribel Torales  
Renae Michelle Villalobos  
Nicolette Lacey Wadsworth  
Carissa Leigh Wells  
Renisha Evelina Wiley  
Kasey L. Williams  
Adriana Wilson  
Brittany Blake Wooley  
Jennifer Leann Zimmerman

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN MIND, BRAIN, AND EDUCATION
Adriana Cardenas  
Linda Davis  
Trevor Curtis Gallagher  
Tracy Elizabeth Kaeufer  
Natalia Paola Salto

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN TEACHING
Tiani Nicole Mouncher

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND POLICY STUDIES
Noel Aleman  
Sara McCarty Aleman  
Andrea Grimaldo Alvarado  
Maria Guadalupe Alvarez

Sally Sola Andino  
Lyndsey Marley Arocha  
Tori Cheyenne Ball  
Jessica Maree Beaver  
Ashleya Reneka Blair-Edwards  
Sadie Laura Bockhoff  
Heather Elaine Boggs  
Hannah Claire Bostick  
Kaylea Lynn Britton  
Ashley Michele Bulanek  
Stacey Christine Burch  
Lezli Jill Cadenhead  
William Carter  
Merrilee Moessler Catalani  
Corey Cato  
Cody Bruce Cheyne  
Charles Cody  
Brittany R. Dominguez  
Sharolander Icelynda Ellis  
Giselle Renee Flores  
Marco A. Flores  
Monica Mercedes Franco  
Endora S. Garcia  
Kris A. Gordon  
Kimberly Terralon Greene  
Penny J. Groves-Gillman  
James Everett Guess III  
Kaci Hamner  
Esmeralda Yesenia Hernandez  
Bethany Noel Howard  
Sabrina M. Howell  
Amy Carol Howerton  
Nicole Renee Hughes  
Trevor Boris Jefferson  
Dabrenna Fayevoone Johnsson  
Lisa Dawn Langford  
Timothy P. Larocco  
Courtney Lasater  
Tova Marie Lide  
Elizabeth Little Hernandez  
Jennifer Ann Logan  
Kassandra Lujan  
Lisa Nicole Mackey  
Sarah Beth McMurrough  
Carmen Elizabeth McWilliams  
Bethany Kate Millington  
Rebecka Elizabeth Mouser  
David C. Nelson  
Jeffery William Novak  
Erin Marie O’Connor  
Annie Lauren Pelletier  
Thomas Jim Penn  
Tiffany Layne Pischel  
Corey M. Prater  
Dillon Ray Rackler  
Paul Ray Reyes  
Elizabeth Elaine Reyna  
Adriana Rodiles-Cariño  
Josiah Rupp  
Bridgett Diann Shradar  
Bernadette B. Sifuentes

Vanzuela Smith  
Sarah Tanco  
Amy Rebecca Thornton  
Brita Anne Valadez  
Lauren Rene Valentino  
Michael Joe Walker  
Jessica Diane Webb  
Robert Eugene Wheat  
Amy C. White  
Roderick Emil Whitley  
Erica Renee Wood

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Curriculum and Instruction

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Abraham Aguayo  
Jacqueline Aguero  
Maria Aguillon (C)  
Sarah Susann Aldihik (S)  
Nayeli Arreguin (C)  
Johanna Barrera (C)  
Zaira Beltran Diaz (C)  
Kayla Dawn Brown (M)  
Stephanie Carranza (C)  
Yolanda Carrasco (M)  
Nevaeh Grace Castillo (C)  
Yary Edith Castillo (M)  
Diana Patricia Cervantes (C)  
Citally Chavez  
Maribel Chavez (S)  
Alessandra Cisneros (M)  
Nadia Dao (S)  
Giselle Davila (S)  
Leena Hammad Deeb (M)  
Brooanna Nicole Devito (S)  
Naidelyn Diaz (C)  
Genesis Diazbarriga (C)  
Afaf Mohamed Elassi (S)  
Ronnie C. Ellis  
Alyson Faires (M)  
Nancy Farhoud  
Ashley H. Gallardo (M)  
Katherine Garcia (S)  
Selma Numan Gharyabeh (S)  
Melanie Alexandra Gomez  
Aylin Guerrero Cazuela (S)  
America Guiller (S)  
Luz Maria Guzman Hernandez (M)  
Emily Hernandez (S)  
Sebastian Hernandez (M)  
Kara Higdon (S)  
Haley Hock (C)  
Aaliyah Jazlyn Holub (S)  
Haley Erin Ingle (S)  
Daisy Jimenez (M)  
Frida Zamara Juarez (C)  
Mia Justice (C)  
Viviana Joy Kunischik (M)
Kaleigh Lansdell (S)
Margaret Tamxuan Le
Sabrina Ngoc Le (M)
Valery Lezama (S)
Katherine Anne Lister (M)
Camilla Loera (M)
Irene Guadalupe Lopez (S)
Annel Arizahid Lopez Castillo (M)
Rachel Gonzalez Macon (M)
Alisua Madai Martinez (M)
Olivia Victoría Martinez
Natalia Martinez Sanchez (M)
Stacy Mathew
Denisse Gabriela Muniz (M)
Vivian P. Nguyen (S)
Julie Elizabeth Nickols (M)
Alejandra Olivares (M)
Fatima Oropeza (M)
Wendi Patron
Lucia Perez (S)
Tiffany Vy Phan (S)
Amy Katherine Rambo
Arleth Rangel
Deianira Rangel Ojeda
Ashley Guadalupe Reyna (C)
Kelsey Clara Reyna (C)
Aaliyah Gabriela Rivera-Colon (M)
Brenda Marie Rodriguez (M)
Jazmin E. Rodriguez (C)
Daniela Romero (C)
Alyssa Desire Rosales (C)
Ashly Jacqueline Sauvedra Acosta (M)
Cynthia Salas
Juan Sanchez (C)
Katia Edith Sanchez
Nancy Nayely Sanchez (C)
Shayla K. Sistrunk
Emma Smith
Elisa Benenice Solis (M)
Jasmin Solorzano (S)
Claudia Jacqueline Soto (S)
Laura Lissette Trevino (M)
Yaquelin Velasquez Reyes (C)
Alexandra Vera (S)
Erika C. Vera
Ashley A. Verdugo
Kynice Charon Vickers
Maritza Villalon
Brianetta L. Wellstoliver
Haley D. Wstmoreland (C)
Maria Julia Williams (S)
Selena Francisca Woodard (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Jasmin Barajas (M)
Vanessa Carachure
Melanie Elizabeth Cirigliano (S)
Alissa R. Darby
Katherine Edwards (M)
Khaila Nicole Garcia (M)
Maram Hammoudeh (S)
Reagan Huskin (M)
Jennifer Noemi Lopez-Sanchez (M)
Fredy Alexander Moreno
Saeeda Nasreen (C)
Anna Thuy Nguyen (C)
Karina Alejandra Ortiz (M)
Omar E. Sanchez (C)
Rachel Georgette Silverio (S)
Micaiah M. Tesfa (M)
Ronnie Jamal Wills

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING

Doctoral Degrees

Department of Bioengineering
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Homayoun Asadzadeh
MS, Sharif University of Technology, 2017
BS, Islamic Azad University, 2014
Dissertation Title: Multi-Physics Simulations and Experimental Comparisons of Nanoparticles Trapped by a Double-Nanohole Plasmonic Nanopore Sensor Under AC/DC Biases
Supervising Professor: Georgios Alexandrakis

Amjad Chatila
MS, University of Arizona, 2014
BS, University of Arizona, 2009
Dissertation Title: An In-Vitro Model for Visualizing Intraocular Lens and Lens Capsule Interaction in Posterior Capsule Opacification
Supervising Professor: Liping Tang

Cynthia Co
BS, Texas A&M University, 2019
Dissertation Title: Novel Engineering Approaches for Orthopedic Injury and Infection Diagnosis
Supervising Professor: Liping Tang

Department of Civil Engineering
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Aiswarya Acharath Mohanakrishnan
MS, UT Arlington, 2019
BT, University of Calicut, 2016
Dissertation Title: TeEMs (Telecommuting Expectation Models): Predicting Post-Pandemic Telecommuting Choice and Frequency Using Machine Learning Models
Supervising Professor: Melanie L. Sattler

Sanaz Ghalambor
MBA, Concordia University, 2014
BS, Tehran Polytechnic University of Technology, 2000
Dissertation Title: Polymeric Spray-Applied Pipe Lining Selection, Evaluation, and System Design
Supervising Professor: Mohammad Najafi
Behnaz Hassanpour  
ME, UT Arlington, 2020  
BS, Islamic Azad University, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Hygrothermal Exposure Based Moisture and Glass Transition Kinetics of Carbon/Epoxy Composite  
Supervising Professor: Vistasp M. Karbhari

Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE  
Xin Ma  
MS, State University of New York at Buffalo, 2018  
BE, Beijing University of Posts & Telecommunications, 2013  
Supervising Professor: Chengkai Li

Mohit Singhal  
MS, UT Arlington, 2019  
BS, Jaypee University of Information Technology, 2017  
Dissertation Title: Content Moderation on Social Media: Social and Computational Standards and Implications  
Supervising Professor: Shirin Nilizadeh

Theodora Toutountzi  
BS, American College of Thessaloniki, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Identifying Fact-Checks Helpful for Vetting Factual Claims  
Supervising Professor: Chengkai Li

Akib Zaman  
BS, UT Arlington, 2017  
Dissertation Title: Living Datasets: Toward Data-Centric AI Explainability and Bias Mitigation  
Supervising Professor: Cesar Torres

Lu Zhang  
MS, Northwestern Polytechnical University, 2018  
BS, Northwestern Polytechnical University, 2015  
Dissertation Title: When Brain Meets Artificial Intelligence  
Supervising Professor: Dajiang Zhu

Zeyu Zhang  
BS, University of Evansville, 2013  
Dissertation Title: Social Sensing: Observing Human Behaviors on Social Media  
Supervising Professor: Chengkai Li

Huadi Zhu  
MS, University of Florida, 2019  
BE, Nanjing University of Science & Technology, 2017  
Dissertation Title: Bringing “Virtual” to “Reality”: Enhancing Security and Usability on VR System and Applications  
Supervising Professor: Ming Li

Department of Electrical Engineering  
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  
Shanthala Lakshminarayana  
MS, Visvesvaraya Technological University, 2017  
BE, Visvesvaraya Technological University, 2015  
Dissertation Title: A Wearable Sensing System for High-Speed Interface of Wide Range Electrochemical Sensor Array  
Supervising Professor: Sungyong Jung

Nasrin Razmjooei  
MS, Shiraz University, 2014  
BS, Vali-E-Asr University, 2010  
Dissertation Title: A Comprehensive Exploration of Fundamental and Experimental Characteristics of Nanophotonics Resonant Metasurfaces  
Supervising Professor: Robert Magnusson

Seyedmohsen Vaziri  
MS, University of Tehran, 2016  
BS, Islamic Azad University, 2013  
Dissertation Title: Quantum Filtering for the Suppression of Thermally Excited Electrons at Room Temperature  
Supervising Professor: Seong Jin Koh

Department of Materials Science and Engineering  
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING  
Chen Kan  
MS, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 2018  
BS, University of Crete, 2014  
Dissertation Title: Degree of Dispersion/Exfoliation and Surface Functionalization of 1D and 2D Carbon Nanostructured Materials: Interface Interactions and Effects on Mechanical Properties  
Supervising Professor: Maria Konsta-Gdoutos

Anthony Martinez  
ME, UT Arlington, 2023  
BS, University of Houston, 2019  
Dissertation Title: Quantum Filtering for the Suppression of Thermally Excited Electrons at Room Temperature  
Supervising Professor: Seong Jin Koh

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING  
Ian Michael Raybon  
BS, UT Arlington, 2020  
Dissertation Title: Development of Advanced Instrumentation for High-Enthalpy Flare Characterization for the ONR-UTA Arc-Jet “Leste” Facility  
Supervising Professor: Luca Maddalena

© Cam Laude
© Cam Laude
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Rabin Bhandari
BS, UT Arlington, 2015
Supervising Professor: Dereje Agonafer

Akshay Boovanahally Lakshminarayana
MS, UT Arlington, 2020
BT, National Institute of Technology Karnatak, 2017
Dissertation Title: Reliability of Heterogenous Packages and Heat Transfer Enhancement in Immersion Cooling of Electronics
Supervising Professor: Dereje Agonafer

Manoochehr Rabiei
ME, UT Arlington, 2016
BS, Sharif University of Technology, 2011
Dissertation Title: Long-Term Simulation of Stem Cell Mechanobiology
Supervising Professor: Alan P. Bowling

Minhazur Rahman
MS, Technical University of Munich & Nanyang Technological University, 2019
BS, Chittagong University of Engineering & Technology, 2015
Dissertation Title: A Comprehensive Study of Kissing Bonds in Carbon Fiber-Reinforced Composites: Detection and Analysis Using Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy
Supervising Professor: Panos S. Shiakolas

Tushar Saini
MS, UT Arlington, 2015
BE, Hindustan Institute of Technology & Science, 2013
Dissertation Title: On the Layer-By-Layer In-Situ Vision-Based Detection and Analysis of Features and Defects in Additive Manufacturing
Supervising Professor: Md Rassel Raihan

Department of Civil Engineering
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Sharvari Vishnu Aher
Arthi Akula
Mathin Akumalla
Abhi Rami Reddy Alla
Anand Ambikadas
Saumya Hiten Anandpara
Sran Kumar Andela
Mohamed Nooh Ansari
Shiva Charan Arsha
Shiva Prasad Arumilli
Hrushikes Reddy Asani
Ashish Shivaji Avadoba
Shubham Rameshbabu Babariya
Jae Munesh Babhulgaonkar
Bharath Babu Shivalingat
Rajashekar Bandaru
Chetan Bhamushali
Devi Vara Prasad Bitla
Naveen Kumar Chakali
Sriram Challapalli
Sharath Chandrapapa
Rishiha Chinthiredy
Laxmi Siriya Dabbi
Jeevan Sagar Dasani Subbannagari
Krutik N. Desai
Chimmay Anil Deshmukh
Anvesh Devarapalli
Suresh Balaji Dhandapani
Hiral Nimesh Doshi
Sona Mary Francis
Rahul Ghate
Nirali Pareshbabu Godhani
Mani Kiran Goriyog
Harshini Gorla
Chirag Ramesh Gudhka
Sai Praneeth Reddy Guttu
Neha Induri
Aknashi Jain
Naveen Sai Jangam
Abhishek Jayakumar
Hossein Jonoshfarahani
Madhan Kishore Kanakraj
Gaurav Kargutkar
Gurudatha Kasam
Praveen Reddy Kasireddy
Amirreza Kazemi
Hajar Kazemi Naenii
Akash Vijay Ketkale
Nithin Kommuri
Akash Kumar
Kumar Sai Kishore Lingampalli
Jayesh Shankar Magar
Pradeep Kumar Manju
Vrshnavi Maramganti
Yathish Medi
Sahil Mendpara
Sathwik Reddy Mirala
Furquun Mohammad
FNU Mohammad Irfan Ali
Anas Faizan Mohammed
Asrar Ahmed Mohammed

Jafar Ameer Khan Mohammed
Mohammed Ahmed Mohiuddin
Raj Abhishek Munjugalla
Mageswaran Murali
Sai Mohan Musumuru
Srujan Mysuru Renuka Prasad
Aditi Jatin Naik
Loveith Rajeev Nakka
Priyanka Nandaaparup
Prathyusha Nandivelugu
Sai Nihal Narlagalla
Amogh Harshavadan Nevgi
Trupti Prabhakar Nikolaj
Pranjal Balasahab Ohol
Una Mahesh Paluru
Raj Jitendarrao Panshariya
Akshay Kumar Parvathala
Venkata Rohith Pasupuleti
Jahanvi Manishbabu Patel
Jannaya Jayeshbabu Patel
Mukul Jignesh Patel
Raj Nainishbabu Patel
Tejas Raju Patil
Utkarsh Patil
Sranan Kumar Pinapati
Ankush Ashwini Pobathi
Rajesh Poloju
Bireen Sanjay Prajapati
FNU Raina Ahmed
Saketh Reddy Ramasahayam
Mohan Raj Ramesha
Venkat Varanthe Rao
Yash Rath
Adithya Ravishankar
Asadi Saeed
Gaurav Sake
Mano Krishnan Sankar
Yash Rajendra Sapkal
Swaroop Sandeep Shimpri
Bharat Shahaji Shinde
Gayathri Raj Siddigari
Hossein Taheri
Rohan Singh Thakur
Saksham Upadhyaya
Aishwaryaa Vaidyanathan
Vedant Shaileshbabu Vekariya
Dinesh Velaga
Narasimha Reddy Vundekode
Raj Ravindra Wagh
Vrushank Rajendra Wankhade
Sadviya Yamzala
Sai Snehith Yarabarla
Sujeet Vishnu Zadge

MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Joanna Aguilar
Mahfuz Akbar
S. M. Shafquat Alam
Muhammad Ali
Prateek Badiger
Pardhiv Narendra Bandaru
Sree Sai Charan Boddula
Avinath Kumar Champaner
Karina Cohou

Dept. of Civil Engineering
Carolline Correa Graciano
Sree Sandeep Dommeti
Suraj Brian Fernandes
Ramesh Govindaswamy
Animesh Das Hada
Sadman Hossain
Deep Suresh Chauhan
Sai Kumar Kadarik
Sonika Karki
Caleb Sandaljo Kocmick
Kruthika Kokku
Shreya Konkara
Lalithsai Koneru
Kooshyar Lahsaei
Ramanan Manoharan
Benito D. Mercado
Chanakya Charan Tej Modem
Abubakar Mohammad
Arshad Mohammad
Sri Vamsi Bala Rama Raju Mudunuri
Junu Mulmi
Pavan Kumar Nandigam
Praneeth Nerella
FNU Nisa Firdous
Abhishek Odela
Sheetal Pandhare
Vishwa Patel
Rajvardhan Ajit Patil
Swapnil Patil
Rajdeep Dilip Pawar
Sri Sai Ganesh Rachamalla
Harshitha Ragunath Gowda
Dharsan Kannan
Mohammad Quadri
Shadman Sakib
Naima Tahsin Zenika

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Ashish Vijaykumar Bamane
Nithish Shandra Gajala
Murali Krishna Gogineni
Prachod Reddy Gouni
Dharsan Kannan
Mohammad Quadri
Shadman Sakib
Naima Tahsin Zenika

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Aditya Vijay Kumar Bhan
Prithvi Bhat
Ahmed Akif Hossain Bhuiyan
Sai Kalki Abhinav Gannavarapu
Dhushan Yathulurydurga Manjunath
Venkata Siva Rama Sarma Muruvada

Cristian Felipe Mora Sanchez
Harshith Muthuluri
Rithika Manoj Ronad
Michelle Samson
Kartikey Sharan
Shivarjun Umesh
Sadhan Pawar Vadegher
Sucharitha Valluru Muralidharn
Keerthi Raj Vasireddy Yuvaraj

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Maruthi Saketh Abbaraju
Akhil Ade
Sai Shreyashwi Admala
Sai Sumana Adurugatla
Sai Kiran Adusumalli
Aarti Sandeep Agrawal
Sahil Ahuja
Ravi Ailani
Naveen Reddy Ailuri
Harsha Akondi
Pavan Sai Akula
Sai Vineeth Akula
Paramesh Reddy Akuleti
Sadwika Alasyam
Surya Sri Vrathameswara Reddy Alla
Nikhita Allada
Mary Pranavi Allam
Nirmala Sahani Allam
Teja Simha Reddy Allamreddygari
Dharsan Kannan
Vinod Alphose Raj Prakash Kumar
Ritish Alugolu
Harini Akula
Asadullah Amanullah
Roopa Amati
Shaunak Gajan Pradeep
Anusha Aman
Priyanka Ananta
Venkata Siva Reddy Annapureddy
Shane Sam Antony Rebinto Sam
Varaha Krishna Arangi
Lakshmi Chandrasekhar Arapavalli
Sai Venkatesh Aravapalli
Sharn Reddy Arjula
Vaibhavi Purushottam Arjunwadkar
Abhisangh Arora
Nikitha Arumilli
Surya Teja Aravalli
Shubham Arya
Yashaswini Ashok
Amanul Rahiman Attar
Ankith Reddy Avula
Sai Narayana Shannukh Ayyagari
Mohammad Azamuddin
Navya Bade
Rohit Tushar Badgujar
Har Praveen Badisa
Likhitha Balay
Vaishnavi Balay

Soham Bankothe
Sreekanth Bandi
Keshav Bansal
Rohith Reddy Basireddy
Rama Krishna Bathina
Perin Devi Behara
Sri Lohitha Bhagam
Manisha Varma Bharatha
Abhishek Bhaskar
Aditya Vikram Bhat
Ritikesh H. Bhat
Shubham Bhaveshkumar Bhatt
Rudviq Bhavas
Keerthi Sai Bheemavarapu
Aman Bheemisetty
Nimanshu Bhikadiya
Harshal Bhope
Hari Priya Bhupathiraju
Sanjay Billa
Divyasree Bingi
Akash Biswas
Harshith Bobde
Ram Maruthy Bodepudi
Divya Boggavarapu
Shreya Boinipally
Sowmya Bommasani
Balaji Bonagiri
Praneeth Bonagiri
Manohar Bontha
Harsha Raj Venkata Sai Reddy Bora
Sri Vidya Boyanapalli
Devanshu Brahmabhakti
Chandana Budatti
Manasa Buddi
Pavan Kumar Budithi
Shivaram Buduri
Srilekha Bukkapatnam
Deepthi Burada
Mans Roddy Bushireddy
Sai Asish Butte
Bhavana Bychanahalli Keshavegowda
Hruthik Reddy Chada
Srinivasa Sai Satwik Chakkirala
Srean Chandaka
Deepanjali Chandrasekaran
Anirudh Charan
Anusha Singh Chauhan
Vyshali Chava
Priyanka Cheerla
Akanksha Chenna
Vishal Anand Chenna
Aswanth Cherukuri
Mannohona Krishna Cherukuri
Sneha Cherukuri
Avinash Chevuturi
Shirja Chilukuri
Keerthi Priya Chintibili
Sathish Kumar Chinnala
Nikhil Sai Chintagunti
Bhuvana Lekha Chintakindi
Sai Sandeep Chintala
Kalyan Sai Chintala
Samhitha Mali
Chaitanya Sri Malineni
Ravikishore Malireddi
Sri Samrajya Vybhav Mallappa
Sukkerrthi Reddy Mallu
Teja Sri Mallu
Shreya Malraj
Harshitha Reddy Mamidi
Cathy Christeen Manchala
Uma Maheshwar Reddy Manda
Jayadev Mandava
Naveen Mangali
Raj Kumar Mannam
Bhanu Prakash Mannava
Srihas Manne
Sai Dhanooosh Marri
Laxman Marsakatla
Siva Reddy Marudi
Akhiba Marupaka
Gurudatta Tej Marupudi
Vidya Sri Matta
Yashasvi Matta
Meghana Mavillapally
Prudhvi Kumar Medicharla
Jayaprada Vyshnavi Meduri
Vamsi Krishna Meesala
Imran Baig Mirza
Asiya Misba
Shefali Mittal
Avish Modi
Yash Jitendra Modi
Mohamed Mohamed
Ijaz Misbah
Sai Srinivas Mothi
Vamsi Krishna Mohan
Khalidul Rahman Mohammad
Ishaq Siraj Mohammed
Usama Mohsin Mohammed
Yasser Mohammed
Deep Hemant Momaya
Sreekrishna Mopuri
Neha Hanumanth More
Prajakta B. More
Sunket Rajendrakumar More
Vamsidhar Mothe
Seshasai Sai Srikaka Moturi
Suresh Mujavath
Sai Karthik Reddy Muddana Laligari
Mounika Muralidhara
Srinivasa Rohit Reddy Muktapuram
Anuraag Muktevi
Sridharbabu Mullamuri
Srividhya Rao Mummareddi
Siva Sai Manas Sagar Munduru
Harsh Pinakinkumar Muniwala
Shubhash Muniyappa
Srikanth Reddy Munagala
Mani Pradeep Muppapu
Likhitha Murakonda
Ronith Musara
Keyur Pratip Mushrif
Pallavi Musi
Akash Reddy Musku
Kushal Nagaraju
Loukya Nagaraju
Bhavani Sandeep Nageswarapu
Neil Nahar
Megha Nagesh Naik
Manoj Kumar Nallamala
Koti Chandra Prakash Nalluri
Vinay Kumar Nalluri
Venkatesh Nangli
Sai Sri Lakshmi Narapareddy
Venkata Sai Hemanth Narayana
Mansi Narwade
Vyas Natarajan
Meet Chandubhai Navadiya
Tulasji Sridive Navuluru
Haswanth Rajesh Neelam
Yasasvi Nellore
Tarun Nethi
Fatima Anwar Nevekar
Duy T. Nguyen
Thinh Ngoc Anh Nguyen
Nandini Nidumolu
Sai Abhijith Reddy Nimmanapalli
Deekshitha Obulreddygari
Bhavishya Orra
Kridhvik Rohan Oruganti
Sweetha Reddy Pabbi Reddy
Harshada Santosh Padwal
Ashwak Parimala
Mahathi Paladugu
Tanuj Awinash Palaspagar
Shivaranjani Palepally
Siva Rajesh Paleti
Netra Pande
Madhavi Palutla
Panini Pande
Neha Dattaram Parbate
Dhaval Manishkumar Parikh
Nitya Pragneshbhai Parikh
Prayag Axaykumar Parikh
Sri Raman Chowdary Parimini
Ramya Sri Sarinapali
Soon Won Park
Hemant Venkat Venkat
Satyendra Paruchuri
Sushanth Chowdary Parvathaneni
Kavitha Gowri Pasupuleti
Mallisha Shailesh Patakar
Abhishek Girish Patel
Akshu Nikunjkumar Patel
Badal Dhameshbhai Patel
Darsh Alpeshbhai Patel
Dhruv Patel
Jai Bharatkumar Patel
Meet Dilipkumar Patel
Shreyas Manishkumar Patel
Shyam Sanjay Patel
Yash Chandubhai Patel
Sai Manjeet Pathi
Jyothi Bhavani Patibhandla
Chinmay Sanjay Patil
Kaushik Patil
Swapnil Digambar Patil
Keerthi Patnaik
Ramya Patnam
Naga Sriharan Pattamatta
Tejo Sumanth Pavuluri
Aditya Gopal Pawar
Madhuri Vasantrao Pawar
Jayasree Pedaballi
Srikar Peddi
Reventh Setty Pendyala
Venkata Sai Rahul Penumadu
Pushpak Reddy Peram
Karthik Rama Raju Perecharla
Suraj Pericharla
Varun Perumandla
Ager Pedefarthi
Ajay Kumar Reddy Pisati
Venkat Deepak Podili
Sai Sri Charan Polasi
Maruthi Murali Krishna Ponugopati
Sai Bharath Potru
Rishika Chowdary Potturu
Gayathri Devi Potu
Samyak Prajapati
Shibani Prasath
Skandan Pubbi Sathyasaitish
Dikshitha Pulpiti
Srihith Punukollu
Mani Sai Kiran Puppala
Srikanth Reddy Putnala
Nithin Kumar Putti
Sai Sree Rachamalla
Shivendra Raghu
Srishti Madan Raikar
Dhanush Raj
Naveen Kumar Rajendran
Ravi Rajpuhrot
Subrahmanyam Abhinav Rallapalli
Venkata
Arvind Raman
Vidyasree Ramnani
Shalaka Sham Rane
Shikha Raut
Rupeshwaran R Ravindran
Praasanth Ravinuthala
Swarna Ravula
Pranav Rayapati
Cesar I. Rea
Sai Rathwik Reddy
Devi Sowmya Reddy
Mounisha Regallla
Supraja Rikka
Praveen Kumar Rimmalapudi
Ruvind Rodriguez
Prem Kumar Rohan
Birazamel Rushik
Mohammad Safiuuddin
Khan Sahiba
Archi Sahu
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Ekhshita Naredla
Sakshi Nischal
Lakshmi Ganapathi Sai Vishnu Vardhan Nukala
Adewale Abiodun Obulanlege
Sujan Panchavarnthi
Hevin Dharmeshbhai Patel
Meet Dilip Patel
Anushka Chandrakant Pawar
Chandana Peddeneni
Raghu Bhati Pola
Jahnvi Pudi
Shivani Pullapolla
Bharath Raj Varma Racherla
Chandini Ragupatruni
Sindhu Rama
Naga Sai Nikhil Ramisetty
Prayush R. Rana
Chelimela Manoj Reddy
Alessandra Vega Rodriguez
Sai Priyanka Sanku
Abhishek Saraf
Roshan Ahmed Shaik
Sakshi Shivaji Shinde
Sanjana Shivakumar
Karun Venkata Singampalli
Nivya Sukhavasi
Prerna Suress
Mahesh Tadepalli
Vardhan Thatikonda
Yash Vishwanath Tobre
Vishnuja Uppalancha
Pujith Vaddi
Aasrita Veeragandham
Rithesh Reddy Vundhyalla

MASTER OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Harshita Doppalapudi
Anupama Rani Neerukonda

Department of Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Jagdheeshwar Angamuthukumar
Ashraf Awad
Komal Santosh Bobade
Abhishek Chandrashekar
Rajnish Kumar Dutt
Rakesh Babu Gogineni
Sanjeev Joshi
Sakshi Vivek Kahadi
Divyaraj Singh Mahendrasinha Kapletiya
Abhishek Verma Mundrathi
Aziz Nandarbadwala
Veena Akshara Nandyala
Pooja Nirajan
Harsh Alkeshkumar Patel
Kirtan P. Patel
Mohd Fahim Al Rahman
Nidhishkumar Pravinbhai Ramani
Mammen Koshy Saju
Anand K. Sanil
Gandhiana Satish
Raghul Shanmuga Sundaram
Darshit Geetanand Shetty
Likith Vignesh Srinivasa
Laveena Thakachay Sam
Jahnvi Thotakura

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Binayak B. Adhikari
Srinivas Anirudh V Amruthapuri
Srivatsa Balakrishna
Teja Bandluri
Chirag Bantara Pushparaj

Saloni Sachin Bhosale
Manupreetha Chandrasekar
Mahesh Aij Chaudhari
Rajkumar Chenthakuntla
Abhishek Chilaka
Goutam Achary Chittimouju
Bharat Doppala
Nikhil Ezhava
Sai Kiran Ganji
Murtaza Godharawala
Vinay Vijay Hirve
Chas Michael Hornung
Sumanth Jalwa
Sujai Joseph Arul Antony
Mustafa Kadri
Anirudh Kamble
Tejas Deepakbhai Kamp
Manish Kumar Kuppasamy
Pranil Prakash Lohar
Faisalhusain Abdul Jalil Loni
Sathy Narayanan Madabushi Sundararan
Saqib Raza Mohammed
Ritu Rajaram Mohite
Syed Mufid
Harshith Sai Muniswamappa Chandra
Sujith Nagarajan
Dhana Surya Prakash Natarajan
Krunal Ashok Panchal
Aniket Abhimanyu Patkar
Jayson Patel
Yash Jitendra Bhai Patel
Digvijay Patil
Pranav Vaishali Balasaheb Patil
Joe Paul
Aadheeswaran Periyasame
Komal Perni
Varsha Polasa
Shravani Suhas Potdar
Pranesh Premkumar
Ruua Jasmin Qader
Govind Varma Raasiraju
Pothiraj Ramesubhu
Viren Arashmi Rathod
Harshwardhan Prasad Raut
Saileshkannan Renganaraj
Mandar Anil Rokade
Nimish Shetty
Likhith Shivarudrappa
Shivam Kripashankar Singh
Eshwar Prasad Sridhar
Vaihav Dinesh Thapliyal
Akashkkuw Marycollect Udokoro
Kajal Waghmare
Swapnil Sunil Wandre
Sandeep Yokes Bhaskar
Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Bioengineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING
Ugochukwu David Akpatic (C)
Zachary Michael Armstrong (S) *
Bianca Chavez §
Wade Coons (S)
Rowa Ahmad Hamdan
Michael Chukwunonso Ikefuna (M)
Brady Allan Killham
Krishnateja Konduri

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Nikhil Alagandula
Mohammad Fawwad
Karan Jagadele
Amit Kumar
William Wei-Yuan Lee
Hao Quoc Luu
Khai T. Nguyen
Victor Alonso Ordaz
Collin Perry
Vinh Ngoc Phan
Nazym Zabikh

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Kunal Anant Bachim
Venkata Sai Bhanudeep Gandla
Manish Kumawat

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Lauren Elizabeth Barry (C)
Adam Walker Bershell (M)
Steven Besa
Ulises Favio Cortes (S)
Spencer C. Cowan
Steven Besa
Lehan Michelle Rainford

Department of Civil Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Youstina Bedair Abdelmalek
Susan Ahmed
Daman Barrientos Ramirez
Bishoy Magdy Costandy
Layla Daher
Christian Garcia
Patricia Nashaat Hanna
Ryan Herman (C)
Reneenosh Parappuruthu
Berenice Rodriguez
Micah Avery Teel
Ojaswi Thapa (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Joel Arnoldo Aleman
Francisco J. Amador Coronado
Benjamin Reuel Avina (S)
Scott Edward Beckendorf (C)
Landon Blackman (S)
Malaz Bob (C)
Kimia Diana Brown (S)
Emmanuel Cardoso
Emanuel Xavier Claudio-Loiz
Ryan Croxton (C)
Chancey Carl Davis
Jose Fernando Diosdado *
Edelyn Mariana Dominguez Pasquier
Alberto Gonzalez (C)
Tiffiny A. Gough (S)
Jose A. Gracia (S)
Roberto Guerrero Jr.
Brandon Herrera
Hui Kang Hing (S)
Emily Hutchins
Daniel Ingwanzo (S)
Oliver Jaramillo (C)
Manasi D Kaluse (M)
Eric Muema Katenge

Lance Alexander Kloefkorn (S)
Candide Kuniengana (M)
Grecia Mancha Camacho
Ryan T. Martin
Jean Claude Mba Nzogang
Jacob Aaron Mendoza
Cameron Colby Mitchell (C)
Alexis Negrete
Tesor Ngoyi
Dang Khoa Nguyen (M)
Nhi Nguyen
Andrea Mauricette Niamke
Eric Nkurunziza
Pierre Josipin Nyemb
Edwin Sammy Ochieng (M)
Aryan Paradiya
Siir Ahmad Paiman
Abhimanyu P. Patel
Isaac Van Duh Peng
Ma Anjelika Pineda (M) *
Alisa Ena Pjetrovic (S) *
Arturo Quinones
Lesly Quintanilla
Delaney Michelle Rainford
Luis Fernando Ramirez (S)
Omar Alejandro Ramirez
Jesus Roldan (S)
Rolando Jose Rosales
Alejandro Sanchez
Carl Edward Sanders III
Miguel Angel Segovia
Grant Daniel Swanner (C)
Giang Cung Truc Tran (S)
Juan Miguel Vazquez Mirafloz Jr. (C)
Micah Danielle Welch (S)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Heber Ascencio
Lauren Elizabeth Barry (C)
Adam Walker Bershell (M)
Steven Besa
Ulises Favio Cortes (S)
Spencer C. Cowan
Brian Hoang Dinh (C)
Cesar Duarte
Bryan Ferreira (S)
David Alec Gamez (M)
Avel Guillen (M)
Christian Hernandez (C)
Andres Ivan Hernandez Trevino (M)
Ahmad Wael Hindi
Christopher A Hinojosa
Brandon Abraham Jimenez (M)
Daniel Juarez
Christopher Kemp (C)
Anna Lee Ketron
Bobby Sterling Landrum (C)
Courtney Long
Luis Alberto Lopez (C)
Sergio Emmanuel Lopez (C)
Kevin M. Luna (M)
Jesus Christian Martinez (C)
Jorge L. Martinez (C)
Zailyn Mayorga (C)
Department of Computer Science and Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Noor Abdullah (S)  
Temitayo Aderounmu (M)  
Ahmed Faisal A. Al Mudhi (M)  
Hussain Alkatheri (M)  
Emmanuel Ifeanyi Chinwulha (C) *  
Christopher Dewitt (M)  
Edwin Christopher Diaz (M)  
Carson Justin Fabbro (M)  
Yeabrea Gezahgne Gebremeskel (S)  
Evan Guinn (M)  
Alexis Barragan (C)  
Jase Arthur Branch (M)  
Braddock Joseph Bresnahan (S)  
James L. Caetano (M)  
Gustavo A. Chavez (S)  
Bryan Alexis Corona Rangel (M)  
Steven Bradley Culwell (C)  
Suraj Dhakal (C)  
Priscila Cyndi Eyum (M)  
Muhammad Muawiz Farooqi (M)  
Mujaddad Mohiuddin Fazeel (S)  
Justin James Fellows (M)  
Nathaniel Richard Fenoglio (S)  
Scott Arthur Frazier (M)  
Yatharth Gautam (M)  
Gavin B. George (C)  
David Caleb Gomez (S)  
Grant Franklin Goodman (M)  
Aman Gulati (S)  
Alkasbutrus (M)  
Vanechka Abburu (M)  
Hector De Jesus Alvarado (M)  
Harrison W. Cawood (M)  
Henry Chiu (M)  
Tahera Fatima (M)  
Suhaib Mohammed Hassan (M)  
Shabieh Hassan (M)  
Kyle Henry (M)  
Juan Angel Hernandez (C)  
Favour Oluwadamilola Kolade (C)  
Ameen Mahouch (S) *  
Rikki Vanre Baricaux Martin (M)  
Youssaf H. Muhir (M)  
Carolyn Nguyen (M)  
Nicholas J. Parker (M)  
Hamumath Ponnaluri (M)  
Freddy Jonathan Rodriguez (S)  
S M Wasif Imran Swapnil (M)  
Chelsea Cassandra Match Takam (S)  
Jacob P. Ullom (M)  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Viswateja Abburu (M)  
Hector De Jesus Alvarado (M)  
Harrison W. Cawood (M)  
Henry Chiu (M)  
Tahera Fatima (M)  
Suhaib Mohammed Hassan (M)  
Shabieh Hassan (M)  
Kyle Henry (M)  
Juan Angel Hernandez (C)  
Favour Oluwadamilola Kolade (C)  
Ameen Mahouch (S) *  
Rikki Vanre Baricaux Martin (M)  
Youssaf H. Muhir (M)  
Carolyn Nguyen (M)  
Nicholas J. Parker (M)  
Hamumath Ponnaluri (M)  
Freddy Jonathan Rodriguez (S)  
S M Wasif Imran Swapnil (M)  
Chelsea Cassandra Match Takam (S)  
Jacob P. Ullom (M)  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ahnaf Ahmad (C)  
Somil Mukesh Ajmera (C)  
Waseem Imad Abdulmaseeh (C)  
Alkasbutrus (M)  
Patrick Gaby Arzoumanian (S)  
Kierra Ashford (M)  
Bereket Ayalew (S)  
Karl Dylan Matignas Baes (C)  
Ammar Mirza Imtiaz Ali Baig (S)  
Shaun P. Bakken (M)  
Jaime Raul Barajas (S)  
Alexis Barragan (C)  
Temidayo Moshood Bello (S)  
Subhash Bhusal (S)  
Sudip Bhusal (S)  
Jace Arthur Branch (M)  
Braddock Joseph Bresnahan (S)  
James L. Caetano (M)  
Gustavo A. Chavez (S)  
Bryan Alexis Corona Rangel (M)  
Steven Bradley Culwell (C)  
Suraj Dhakal (C)  
Priscila Cyndi Eyum (M)  
Muhammad Muawiz Farooqi (M)  
Mujaddad Mohiuddin Fazeel (S)  
Justin James Fellows (M)  
Nathaniel Richard Fenoglio (S)  
Scott Arthur Frazier (M)  
Yatharth Gautam (M)  
Gavin B. George (C)  
David Caleb Gomez (S)  
Grant Franklin Goodman (M)  
Aman Gulati (S)  
Alkasbutrus (M)  
Vanechka Abburu (M)  
Hector De Jesus Alvarado (M)  
Harrison W. Cawood (M)  
Henry Chiu (M)  
Tahera Fatima (M)  
Suhaib Mohammed Hassan (M)  
Shabieh Hassan (M)  
 Kyle Henry (M)  
Juan Angel Hernandez (C)  
Favour Oluwadamilola Kolade (C)  
Ameen Mahouch (S) *  
Rikki Vanre Baricaux Martin (M)  
Youssaf H. Muhir (M)  
Carolyn Nguyen (M)  
Nicholas J. Parker (M)  
Hamumath Ponnaluri (M)  
Freddy Jonathan Rodriguez (S)  
S M Wasif Imran Swapnil (M)  
Chelsea Cassandra Match Takam (S)  
Jacob P. Ullom (M)  

(S) Summa Cum Laude  † Double Major  ** Honors College  
(M) Magna Cum Laude  †† Dual Degree  ‡ McNair Scholar  
(C) Cum Laude  
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Department of Electrical Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Michael K. Abdelmalak
Ra’Ad Atef Abusaad (M)
Jacob Dale Crites (C)
Daniel Cruz
David Gaucin Davila
James A. Deleon
Joe Edward Garcia
Kayla Garcia (C)
Nayeli Garcia Hernandez
Zachary Todd Hargrove
Nam Hai Hoang (M)
Layth K. Ibrahim
Hannah Sunshine Kelley (M)
Robert Kim
Andrew Charles Kozelsky (S)
Tuyet Thi Le (C)
Maxton Manker (M)
Zaid Osama Adel Meqbel (S)
Thierry Kambu Ngimb
Loi Phuc Nguyen
Ricardo A. Perez
Matthew H. Phan
Ngoc Thuy Dao Phan
Luis Alberto Salinas
Luis Angel Sanchez (C)
Jyotirmoy Sarkar (M)
Benjamin Peter Schmitz (C)
Halil Ajman Tulek

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Oscar Ariza
Kaleb T. Back
Adam Concha
Jared C. Coultron
Arnold Alexander Esperza (C)
Mark Gamal Halim (C)
James Michael Hearne
Cole B. Herberg (C)
Jorge Daniel Hernandez
Mehrshad Hosseinpour
Derrick Jacob John
Tyler Robert Jones
Eric Kim (M)
Jacob Heath Navarro (C)
Joshua Nicholas (C)
Truman Paul Profit (M)
Prince Sherwin Rodrigo Rafael
Sebastian Rebollar (C)
Jose Guadalupe Rivera Andrade
Guvin S. Saini (S)
Linden S. Settles (C)
Matthew M. Swingler (C)
Nicholas Paul White
Johnathan D. Williams

Department of Industrial, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Batul Abde Ali
Steven Antonio Almanza
John Andrew Joseph Conlin (C)
Jonah E. Covich
Sampson Oliver-Edza Dewey III
Joshua Paul Edwards
Omar Mohammad El Saad
Fernando De Jesus Flores
Zachary Scott Friend (C)
Charles Graham
Matthew Thomas Hayward (M)
Ashley Lal
Leslie Elizabeth Mungua
Murielle Tshindj Tela Mutomb (S)
My Vu Hoang Nguyen
Mohammad Marwan Odeh
Isaac Olvera
Damian Mendoza Patlan
Ali Osama Qaroot
Sophia Jane Robertson
Zoe A. Rodriguez (S)
Brian Rogers
Andrea Patricia Romero Morales
Massimo Sanchez-Lara (C)

Anna Brita Stone (M)
Iriana Vargas
Joceline Paz Villalba
Holland Edward Voigt (C)
Jordan Reed Watkins (S)

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Ahmed Abdelhamid Abdelaziz
Omar A. Abdulla (C)
Francisco Aguilera Diaz
Alexis Barbee
Noah Brown (C)
Christopher Guadalupe Castillo
Wenceslao Del Ced
Michelle Delk
Khinh Tran Do (S)
Daniel Ryan Dougherty
Bao Quoc Duong (C)
Innocent Chinemerem Ebeh
Jesus M. Garza Munoz
Rigoberto Gonzalez
Alberto Hernandez Lopez
Thao-Vy T. Ho
Thu Dang Minh Hoang (C)
Donald Lee Howard Jr. (C)
Zachariah James Kotlarich (M)
Jon Malo
Kevin Daniel Martinez
Kevin S. Mathew (S)
Michael Angelo McQuade (M)
Alejandro Mendoza (M)
Christopher A. Narro

Jeffrey Nelson
Edward A. Nguyen (C)
Orie Chantalle Nzere
Adan J. Ortiz
Ian Padovani
Philip David Pickard
Nathaniel Power (M)
Alejandro Daniel Ramirez
Jeffrey John Redinger Jr.
Chase Robinson
Alexsandra Marisol Rodriguez Avalos
Fernando Aldhair Rodriguez Sanchez (C)
Blake Ryan
Qais Hani Husni Samara
Kristopher Blake Sedghi-Masoud
Maryam Shahidzadeh
Steven T. Tang
Devang Prabhu Tavkari (M)
Jason Cuong Tran
Alyssa Renee Velky (M)
Abdullah Waleed
Ryan Mitchell Weisblatt
Madelynn Margaret Wimmer
Ahmad Hamzah Arshad Yousaf *
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Doctoral Degrees

Department of History

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HISTORY
Angela Austin
MA, UT Arlington, 2020
MPhil, University of Glasgow, 2017
MLit, University of Glasgow, 2015
BA, Oklahoma City University, 2003
Dissertation Title: *Capitalism, Colonial Expansion, and Forced Child Indenture in the British Atlantic, 1618-1776*
Supervising Professor: Stephanie Cole

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HISTORY
Grace Ellis Beacham
Da-Shiva Dipaunkar Francois

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HISTORY
Justin Cole
Christopher John Colehour
Mary Hamilton
Jennifer Jenkins
Marc Tracey Williams

Department of Linguistics and TESOL

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN LINGUISTICS
David Wayland Edwards
MDiv, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2006
BBA, Oklahoma Baptist University, 1994
Dissertation Title: *Gaps and Overlaps in Conversation: Analyses of Differentiating Factors*
Supervising Professor: Laurel S. Stvan

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN LINGUISTICS
Camille Katherine Abelanet
Ki James
Sophia Rose Johnson

DOCTOR OF ARTS IN TESOL
Alexander Rene Cabrera
Katherine Han

Department of Modern Languages

DOCTOR OF ARTS IN MODERN LANGUAGES
Shatiqueka Carson
Sophia L. Fernandez Montalvo
Rafael A. Pacheco Gonzalez
Julia Ivett Velazquez

Department of Music

MASTER OF MUSIC
Joseph Aaron Garza
Dillon Lewis

Department of Political Science

MASTER OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Jocelyn Gauvin
Chidera Obianaeo Orizu

Department of Sociology and Anthropology

MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Ronnie Gene Randles
Joanna Estefanni Ruiz

Bachelor’s Degrees

Department of Art and Art History

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Morales Yanina Blanco
Nijal Munankarmi
Michael Malon Scogin

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

MASTER OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Kiana Bridgewater
Jordyn Dunn
Juan Estrada
Carmen Patricia Gonzalez
Caeley A. McCullough
Ashley Mejorado
Ray Leon Polk
Jessica Marie Ramirez
Karissa Alexandra Tomlinson
Adrian Jamar Yowman

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Crew Borgeson (S)
Thomas Caballero (C)
Graciela Hargrave (M)
Maria Elizabeth Hernandez (M)
Ariana Juliana Hernandez Salazar (S)
Cynthia Lopez Lara (C)
Makayla L. Thompson (C)
Jacqueline Vidalles (M)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART
Nicolas A. Angotta
Gabriel Azcarate
Briana Brown
Bruna Casasampere Escoda
Alyssa O. Davis (C)
Cristina Isabel Del Coro Trio
Agnes Duya (M)
Jacie Don Ehlers (M)
Sarahy Flores (C)
Gonzalo Guadarrama
Ariana Julianna Hernandez Salazar (S)
Thi Anh Trinh Hoang (M)
Erika Angela Kuntze (M)
Justin Loden (C)
Meagan Ashley Love (C)
Andrea Vianney Macias Estrada (C)
Daniella Lee Mendiola
Surya Neupane
Andy Nguyen
Ethan B. Nguyen (C)
Madison N. Oliavres
Adriana Guadalupe Perales
Cynara Belen Perdomo (C)
Sooa Pyo (S)
Magdalena Romero (C)
Younghyun Seo
Alexandra Layne Skinner (M)
Nathan Paul Topousis (M)
Abel Valenzuela Jr.
Emiliano Velazquez (C)
Diana Villagomez (C)

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ART
Brooke B. Balthrop (S)
Aletheia Ann Bradford (C)
Sean David Butler
Xoe R. Cano (S)
Angel Adriel Cruz Jr. (C)
Lita Brianna Cruz (C)
Vv Dang (S)
Jordyn Garcia (S)
Nico Fathele Glasgow
Department of Communication

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (ADVERTISING)
Olivia Aguilar (C)
Sarah Eniola Akintunde
Kyle Matthew Asmoro (C)
Patrick T. Bartin (M)
Nicole Sara Castanedas (M)
Asante Cylik Diamond (C)
Randyle Elise Farmer (M)
Lauren Kuizon Marcelino (S)
Olivia Joan Mullen (M) (C)
Gisselle Navarro
Anthony Mai Nguyen (M)
Natalia Nunez (M) (S)
Nadia Del Pilar Rique Mera (M)
Sophia G. Romero (M) (S)
Ammy G. Garcia
Lisa Isabel Sanchez (S)
Ella Jo Scott (S)
Madison Claire Sikes
Melanie Sotelo (S) (S)
Jaclyn Ann Traylor (M)
Logan Patrick Willson

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (PUBLIC RELATIONS)
Amani Moujahed Bakhach
Vanessa Bundy
Emely Camarena (S)
Johnny Duarte (C)
Melissa Espanza
Randyle Elise Farmer (M)
Lindly P. Hagen
Tommy Kimbrough
Lauren Kuizon Marcelino (S)
Olivia Joan Mullen (M) (C)
Anthony Mai Nguyen (M) (S)
Natalia Nunez (M) (M)
Tyler David Patterson
Arianna Renee Peaney (S)
Emily Pham (C)
Nadia Del Pilar Rique Mera (S)
Adriel J. Rivas (M)
Sophia G. Romero (M) (S)
Dawsen Lee Rystad (S)
Mika Alliyah Sanchez
Sara Isabel Sanchez (S) (S)
Ella Jo Scott (S)
Madison Claire Sikes
Melanie Sotelo (S) (S)
Jaclyn Ann Traylor (M)
Logan Patrick Willson

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Lydia Burge (S) (S)
Linda Cevallos (S)
Estefania Garcia
Priscilla Hansen (C)
Kayla Nicole Johnston
Vishnu Karnik
Leah Victoria Moore (C)
Olivia Joan Mullen (M) (S)
Lujen Saleh Saleh
Matthew Christian Salinas (C)
Marisela Sierra (C)
Rim Solomon
Linda Vu (M)

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Ethan Wyatt Agan (M)
Vanessa O. Asigbe
Ifeoluwa Naomi Ayandiji (S) (S)
Andrei Isaac Bowlin
Daniella Khayah Brown (S)
Amy Cabrera (M)
Zachary Campos (S)
Joe A. Cruz
Kyle Otton Cruz (C)
Sarah A. Curtis
Tyanne Amil Dalton
Kharg Duy Dang
Jordan Eliana Delos Santos (M)
Danna Valentina Diaz
KeAudra Amarei Denise Dunner (M)
Diana Laura Flores
Guadalupe Galarza (C)
Emily Marisol Gallardo
Ammy G. Garcia
Angelina Sofia Garcia
Maria E. Garcia
Jonathan Gasca
Kenzie Gee
Jesus Gonzalez
Bethany A. Graddy
Jamila Denise Harris
Jada Hawkins (C)
Jajayra Priscilla Hernandez
Jada Hawkins (S)
Jada Hawkins (S)
Zaia Yvette Hernandez-Avila (M)
Sherlyn America Huerta Soriano (S)
Alejandro Juarez
Joshua David Jung (C)
Vanessa Landeros
Hoang Minh Le (S)
Kalyne Lee (C)
Emmanuel Lopera Restrepo (C)
Christian Lopez (C)
Jennifer Lopez
Jennifer Lopez
Adamarys Lozano
Trevor Edward Luthi
Khai Ly
Cirilo Macias III
Christopher Matthew Mandril (S)
Rebel M. Marshall
Alexandra Nonique Martinez (S)
Esmeralda Martinez Servin (S)
Kimberly Medina
Jackeline Melgar
Audrie Kayden Melton (M)
Davis E. Michelle (S)
Kalee Madeline Moran (S)
Vincent Kha Nguyen
Maria E. Ortega (M)
Karely Ortiz
Luke Tyler Osborne
Yewon Park (M)
Edwin Mauricio Parra Lara (C)
Taylen Mikel Pearson
Shanique Yvonne Smith
Isabella Portillo
Jennifer Morales
Berenice Ramon Reyes
Keyla Judith Retana
Jauze Daeshanel Ritz
Fabiola Alexandra Rivera (M)
Violeta L. Rodriguez (M)
Angie B. Sandoval (M)
John Ryley Shadix (S)
Joslyn J. Sierra Gomez (M)
Shaniqae Yvonne Smith (C)
Anthony J. Such
Christopher Dwayne Taylor
Ryan Ethan Tellez
Jacob Torres
Jacqueline Jasmine Villamil (C)
Victoria Eileen Villarreal
Braxton A. Watkins
Morgan J. Westbrook (M)
Mya Kiana Whitaker (C)
Melody Nicole Wilson (C)

Department of English
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Abigail Acosta (C)
Farrah Michelle Andrews
Mia Armstrong (S)
Sandra Arredondo (M)
Rebekah Elizabeth Bennett (S)
Jack Rose Campbell
Amber Marie Chesser
Clare M. Copeland
Deekota Diaz

Department of History
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Olivia Allen-Taylor
Sarahy Arellano
Katherine Christine Blas
Angela Elizabeth Carlberg
Kerry Wayne Carr
Kayla Estelle Chancellor
Travis Collins (C)
Nancy Annie Corona (C)
Delilah Marie Crosby
Gabriella Alexandra Devora (M)
Hayleigh Georgia Elam
Eric A. Etheredge
Julio Cesar Garcia
Sunny Garcia (C)
Bobbi Granado
Madeline Griffin
Lilian Jissel Gutierrez (S)
Ryder Hartsfield (C)
Caitlynn E. Hatfield (S)
Imogen D. Hofer (S) *
Cory Dion James Hollie (C)
Stephanie Elain Hurd
Rodrigo Lizaola
Patrick Beauchamp Lowery (S)
Zachary James Meier
Aaron Michael (M) ‡
Bradley Miller (S)
Dallas C. Murray (S)
Omar Negron Negron Santiago
Ashley N. O’Day
Emily Santos Gonzalez
Noah P. Sutton (C)
Kyle D. Tunell
Joel E. Tyer (M)
Jonathan Scott Wiening (S)

Department of Linguistics and TESOL
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN LINGUISTICS
Hannah Elizabeth Ezell
Cheyenne Elizabeth Hennesay (C)
May Thu Ho (C)
Calvin Hoekstra (M)
Katherine Elaine Hord
Jenni Johnson (M)
Cheyenne Renee Krafft (C)
Cecilia Sarahi Mendoza
Anna C. Overton (S)
Lindi E. Phillips (S)
Gabriela Rae Rosete (M)
Shandy H. Tran (S)
Abigail Wallace (C)
Olivia Anne Williams (C)
Lana H. Yassin
Connor J. Young

Department of Modern Languages
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRITICAL LANGUAGES AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Evelyn Drue Devereaux
Michelle V. Duong (S)
Breana F. Johnson
BoQian Jason Liu
Aaron Michael (M) ‡
Daniela Zaragoza Portillo (C)
Hailey Annabelle Rickett
Hannah Rose Sweeney (C)
Jimmy Andrew Velasquez
Cassidey M. Williamson

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FRENCH
Yuridia Rosminda Aguilar
Preston W. Mckeem (C) *
Claire Noelle Mills (M) †

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH
FOR GLOBAL COMPETENCE
Jennifer Morales
Jinnie M. Pinedo
Jenna L. Randce
Andrea Varela Bustos (S)
Reina Vega
Daniela Villagran (S)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING
Maritza Hernandez (S)
Evelin Rangel
Lyza Paolie Reyes
Cindy Ruiz
Claudia Vanessa Zamora

Department of Music
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC
INDUSTRY STUDIES
Ana Sofia Cortes Lopez
Ian Gillies (M)
Jordan Saundra Gray
Addis B. Riddle
Anthony Emmanuel Steller (S)

Department of Music
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC
TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING
Daphne J. Andrews
Delilah Marie Crosby
Nancy Annie Corona
Madeline Griffin
Lilian Jissel Gutierrez
Ryder Hartsfield (C)
Imogen D. Hofer (S) *
Cory Dion James Hollie (C)
Stephanie Elain Hurd
Rodrigo Lizaola
Patrick Beauchamp Lowery (S)

‡ Dual Degree
§ McNair Scholar
© Cum Laude
Department of Philosophy and Humanities

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY
Tiffany N. Do
Kayla Yasmin Espinal
Miacah Thomas Larussa (S)
Alexander Stalker Moino
Finn Murphy Paetzold (S)
Kelly Phan (C)
Nathan Carter Reed (M)
Michael Angelo Salas (S)
Aleksander Zmukic

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY
Tiffany N. Do
Kayla Yasmin Espinal
Miacah Thomas Larussa (S)
Alexander Stalker Moino
Finn Murphy Paetzold (S)
Kelly Phan (C)
Nathan Carter Reed (M)
Michael Angelo Salas (S)
Aleksander Zmukic

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY
Tiffany N. Do
Kayla Yasmin Espinal
Miacah Thomas Larussa (S)
Alexander Stalker Moino
Finn Murphy Paetzold (S)
Kelly Phan (C)
Nathan Carter Reed (M)
Michael Angelo Salas (S)
Aleksander Zmukic

Department of Sociology and Anthropology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Piper Leslie Burchell (M)*
Cameron Ditore
Stephanie Hastings (C)
Rebecca Marie Langston ‡
Julia Kirsten Mappantay
Karen Anna Mathews (C)
Tristan D. Salcido
Danielle Marie Stopher
Alanna Joycelyn White

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Dennis R. Haney
Sylvester Holt
India James
Red Mae Jones (M)
Kadynh Leigh Lane (S)
Danielle Ochoa (S)
Hannah Cheyenne Odell
Martha Yeooh Ofosu
Heba Osman §
Amber Ottun (C)
Jeffery Curtis Palmer
Jocelyn Mary Rodriguez
Ishani Sathianathan (S)
Shelby Atken Simmel ‡

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED SOCIOLOGY
Jonathan Keith Whitley

Department of Theatre Arts and Dance

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Janice Brianne Aguirre
Jessica I. Anoruiwge (S)
Isaiah Emiliano Rodriguez

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN THEATRE ARTS
Ambar Acosta (S)
Sarah Jo Adams (S)
Rune Bunn (M)
Allison Beth Crabtree (M)
Breana Deanda (C)
Emma Caroline Gervasi (S)
Kai Goff (M)
Nyia Hodges (S)
Janina Frances Jaraczewski (S)
William T. Mobley (M)
Niamh Reagan Oneal (C)
Maxwell Rose (C)
Aaliyah A. Smith
Seon D. Solis (C)
Tabitha Rose Thompson (S)
Robert Marshall Twaddell (S)

Department of Politics and Humanities

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Melissa Avni Baras (C)
Brandy Annie Dowd
Morgan Atkinson Ellis
Marie Claire Humes
Katelyn Hesper
Ryan Hunter Krall
Ivy Lauren Margolis
Morgan Ashley McMichael
Alexandra Michelle Moncrief
Ashley B. Nance
Courtney Noelle Newman
Tabitha Andrea Piggott
Morgan Elizabeth Pyne
Guy R. Raines (C)
Savannah Avery Robichaux
Katherine Joy Sabol
Breanna Nicole Schaefer
Drew Shaw (S)*
Sloane Atkin Simmel
Allison P. Simpson
Joshua D. Slatter (S)
Caleb M. Smith (S)
Francisco Vazquez (S)
Adria Walker (S)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Melissa Avni Baras (C)
Brandy Annie Dowd
Morgan Atkinson Ellis
Marie Claire Humes
Katelyn Hesper
Ryan Hunter Krall
Ivy Lauren Margolis
Morgan Ashley McMichael
Alexandra Michelle Moncrief
Ashley B. Nance
Courtney Noelle Newman
Tabitha Andrea Piggott
Morgan Elizabeth Pyne
Guy R. Raines (C)
Savannah Avery Robichaux
Katherine Joy Sabol
Breanna Nicole Schaefer
Drew Shaw (S)*
Sloane Atkin Simmel
Allison P. Simpson
Joshua D. Slatter (S)
Caleb M. Smith (S)
Francisco Vazquez (S)
Adria Walker (S)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Melissa Avni Baras (C)
Brandy Annie Dowd
Morgan Atkinson Ellis
Marie Claire Humes
Katelyn Hesper
Ryan Hunter Krall
Ivy Lauren Margolis
Morgan Ashley McMichael
Alexandra Michelle Moncrief
Ashley B. Nance
Courtney Noelle Newman
Tabitha Andrea Piggott
Morgan Elizabeth Pyne
Guy R. Raines (C)
Savannah Avery Robichaux
Katherine Joy Sabol
Breanna Nicole Schaefer
Drew Shaw (S)*
Sloane Atkin Simmel
Allison P. Simpson
Joshua D. Slatter (S)
Caleb M. Smith (S)
Francisco Vazquez (S)
Adria Walker (S)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Melissa Avni Baras (C)
Brandy Annie Dowd
Morgan Atkinson Ellis
Marie Claire Humes
Katelyn Hesper
Ryan Hunter Krall
Ivy Lauren Margolis
Morgan Ashley McMichael
Alexandra Michelle Moncrief
Ashley B. Nance
Courtney Noelle Newman
Tabitha Andrea Piggott
Morgan Elizabeth Pyne
Guy R. Raines (C)
Savannah Avery Robichaux
Katherine Joy Sabol
Breanna Nicole Schaefer
Drew Shaw (S)*
Sloane Atkin Simmel
Allison P. Simpson
Joshua D. Slatter (S)
Caleb M. Smith (S)
Francisco Vazquez (S)
Adria Walker (S)

COLLEGE OF NURSING AND HEALTH INNOVATION

Doctoral Degrees

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NURSING
Joyce Azalekor Acquah
MSN, UT Arlington, 2021
BS, Kwame Nkrumah University of Science & Technology, 2008
Dissertation Title: Increasing Colorectal Cancer Screening in Hispanic Adults Using an Evidence-Based Social Determinants of Health-Oriented Framework for Patient Navigation
Supervising Professor: Jan Phillips

Abiodun Olufunmilayo Adejumobi
MSN, Walden University, 2015
BSN, University of Houston, 2010
MS, University of Lagos, 1992
Dissertation Title: A CLABSI Guideline for Health Care Personnel During a Pandemic
Supervising Professor: Sandra A. Laird

Elizabeth Azie
MS, Texas Woman's University, 2015
BSN, Prairie View A&M University, 2005
Dissertation Title: Creation of a Structured Rapid Response Team with Early RRT Activation
Supervising Professor: Elizabeth Welch

Loretta Nkemjika Bennam
MSN, UT Medical Branch Galveston, 2018
BSN, Grambling State University, 2009
Dissertation Title: Improving Heart Health in African American Adults Using a Cardiovascular Disease Bundle
Supervising Professor: Tiffany R. Trent

Florence Ifeyinwa Chinwuba
MSN, UT El Paso, 2019
BSN, University of Phoenix, 2010
Dissertation Title: Implementing Cardiovascular Bundle with Education, Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) Diets, and Physical Exercise to Control High Blood Pressure in Black Adults 18 Years and Older with Stage I and Stage II Hypertension
Supervising Professor: Tiffany R. Trent
Luisa Angeles Collins Villares  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2019  
BSN, University of Nebraska Medical Center, 2007  
Dissertation Title: The Optimization of Glutamate as a Treatment for Depression: A Clinical Guideline  
Supervising Professor: Kimberly A. Siniscalchi

Michael Corey Cricchio  
MSN, UT Medical Branch, 2008  
BSN, UT Medical Branch, 2008  
Dissertation Title: Comprehensive Telemedicine Guideline for Rural Family Practice Clinics  
Supervising Professor: Sulynn Mester

Gina Edgeworth  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2018  
BSN, UT Arlington, 2016  
Dissertation Title: Using the 4Ms Framework to Decrease Falls  
Supervising Professor: Kirsten Amy Drake

Bridgette Michelle Estes  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2015  
BSN, UT Arlington, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Increasing Influenza and Pneumococcal Vaccination Rates in Older Adults  
Supervising Professor: Deborah Fern Behan

Kelly Denise Garrett  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2021  
BSN, UT Arlington, 2018  
Dissertation Title: Social Determinants of Health Associated with 30-Day Hospital Readmissions and Emergency Department Use in Adults with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities  
Supervising Professor: Kellie L. Kahveci

Katie Ginder  
MSN, Texas Tech University, 2015  
BSN, Texas Christian University, 2010  
BA, Southern Methodist University, 2009  
Dissertation Title: Standardized Advanced Practice Provider Orientation Guideline  
Supervising Professor: Kirsten Amy Drake

Cherie Sue Hall  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2014  
BSN, UT Arlington, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Nurse Manager Leadership Development Program  
Supervising Professor: Sharon Blackerby

Monica Lourdes Herrera  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2017  
BSN, UT Arlington, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Impact of a Discharge Bundle on Boarding Hours in Acute Care Hospitals  
Supervising Professor: Sharon Blackerby

Kenneth K. Kaiser  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2017  
BSN, UT Health Science Center at Houston, 2013  
Dissertation Title: Clinical Practice Guideline to Improve Emergency Department Triage  
Supervising Professor: Deborah Fern Behan

Cariessa Miranda McFadden  
MSN, University of South Carolina, 2011  
BS, Clemson University, 2006  
Dissertation Title: Effectiveness of a Mediterranean-Style Diet for Prevention of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus in Asian Indian Women  
Supervising Professor: Sharolyn K. Dihigo

Salitporn McKeel  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2019  
BSN, UT Arlington, 2016  
Dissertation Title: Guideline for Competency-Based Education and Training for Medical Assistant  
Supervising Professor: Jan Phillips

Collin Donley Naugher  
MSN, Texas Tech University, 2015  
BSN, Texas Tech University, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Step Squad Bundle in Older Adults with Multiple Myeloma Hospitalized for an Autologous Stem Cell Transplant  
Supervising Professor: Deborah Fern Behan

Sally Sung Park  
MSN, Charles R. Drew University, 2020  
BSN, Ohio University, 2019  
BA, University of Southern California, 2011  
Dissertation Title: Guideline for Obstructive Sleep Apnea Screening in Outpatient Mental Health Clinic  
Supervising Professor: Tamara L. Eades

Dharusal Mahendra Patel  
MSN, UT Health Science Center at Houston, 2019  
BSN, UT Austin, 2015  
Dissertation Title: Best Practice When Caring for Patients on Oral Oncolytic Agents  
Supervising Professor: Nancy Nagel

Belen Atalia Priest  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2020  
BSN, UT Arlington, 2017  
Dissertation Title: Re-Education of the Fragility Fracture Pathway for Process Improvement  
Supervising Professor: Dianne Ross

Jasmine Krystal Serrano  
MSN, UT Medical Branch, 2016  
BSN, UT Medical Branch, 2012  
Dissertation Title: Guideline for School-Based Health Clinic Provider Education to Initiate the HPV Vaccine at 9 Years Old  
Supervising Professor: Sara E. Moore

Christine Jennifer Victorian  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2013  
BSN, University of Phoenix, 2007  
Dissertation Title: Home Blood Pressure Monitoring Bundle for Hypertension Outcomes in Adult Patients Receiving Care in Public Health Clinics  
Supervising Professor: Cathy Brown

---

† Summa Cum Laude  ‡ Double Major  Cum Laude  ‡ Dual Degree  Cum Summa
Dena A. Villanueva  
MSN, UT Arlington, 2019  
BSN, UT Arlington, 2015  
Dissertation Title: Health Care Providers Implementation of a Care Bundle for Routine Human Immunodeficiency Virus Screening in the Correctional Setting  
Supervising Professor: Michelle M. Hampton

Esther Wanja Wachira  
MSN, Salem State University, 2017  
BSN, Salem State University, 2013  
Dissertation Title: Guideline for Assessment and Prevention of Burnout in Primary Care Nurses  
Supervising Professor: Ceil Flores

Annabelle Whalen  
MSN, Texas A&M International University, 2009  
BSN, Texas A&M International University, 1997  
Dissertation Title: Management of Polypharmacy in Older Adults  
Supervising Professor: Deborah Fern Behan

John Anthony Alvarado  
Chad E. Andy  
Steven Juaquin Anzaldua  
Sarah Ardesiri  
Martin Arroyos  
Amelie Auclerc  
Amanda Nicole Augustino  
Alyssa Ayarzaguita  
Mohammad Azzam  
Holly Ann Baker  
Ganga Banjara  
Jyoti Baral  
Maria Pinto Barbin  
Aleisha Shashouna Bartlett Compo  
Jessica Conrad Bartow  
Melanie Bartram  
Jana Rose Benad  
Michelle Dawn Bender  
Chonmpia Tan Bandhukul Bingham  
Cassandra Bless  
Ulonda Denise Boins  
Caitlin Boren  
Jeffrey Arca Boyce  
Whitney Nicole Bremer  
Trisha Nicole Brones  
Joddi Dawn Bronar  
Clarissa Ann Buxton  
Ericka Chandler Calhoun  
Jan Marian Campbell  
Wendy Campbell  
Stacey Lee Comaposagrado  
Abbie Lee Cano  
Ashley Gloor Cantu  
Tulani Carranza  
Victor A. Carranza  
Alicia Fae Carrier  
Shaun May Carter  
Elizabeth Carvajal Corrales  
Shannon Marie Casillas  
Josh Castle  
Najish P. Charrana  
Cintya Roxana Chavez  
Jaimie Marie-Hill Cheung  
Amanda Lynn Chicou  
Mwandu Chola Chirwa  
Jasmine Marie Cobb  
Rachel Michele Cochran  
Ebonie Nicole Conley  
Emily Cooley  
Chelsea Elaine Cooper  
Brandi Lynn Corbett  
Jose Reynaldo Cordova  
Ashleigh Courts  
Beverly Margaret Crain  
Angela Catherine Crowder  
Permin Cruz  
Nicole Caroline Csiki  
James A. Cuellar  
Abby Nicole Cullen  
Casey Marie Curf  
Brittini Marie David  
Jenifer Rena Davidson  
Monica Hernandez Davila  
Camara Chaunade Davis  
Aaron Jouston De Leon  
Lizbeth Gelisan Deadman  
Whitley Amanda Dean  
Monica Joyce Delano  
Frank Anthony Delatorre  
Richard Vincent Denney  
Eileen Erin Dinnie  
Mary R. Dismuke  
Gavyn Shea Diviney  
Marlyn Domangue  
Bruiana Eloria Dominguez  
Catherine Ann Dougan  
Samantha Shaniel Drew  
Andrew Scott Dunbar  
Annie Helen Dunham  
Amanda Lynn Eaton  
Laurie Corrine Edmiston  
Andrea Elizondo  
Seromo A. Enawore  
Tiffany Lemay English  
Diane Erazo Olivieri  
Kristie Amanda Esparza  
Rebecca Faist  
Jamie Marie Fallon  
Elizabeth Ann Fiedler  
Carie Deann Figueroa  
Alexa Rae Finch  
Jennifer Lynn Flores  
Marianna Teresa Flores  
Violeta Flores  
Kristina Forrest  
Melissa Harlan Forsythe  
Devon Adair Fuller  
Felicia Kay Fuller  
Jennifer L. Garcia  
Mary R. Garcia  
Nadia Pricilla Garcia  
Josefina Gaytan-Gonzalez  
Jessica Leigh Geiman  
Miranda Marie George  
Michele Kajenan Gontarek  
Helen Nicole Gonzales  
Michael Christian Gonzales  
Andrea Gonzalez  
Crystal Burciaga Gonzalez  
Itzel M. Gonzalez  
Katrina Loren Gonzalez  
Melissa Ann Gonzalez  
Vanessa Lizbeth Gonzalez  
Jessica A. Gonzalez-Stuhlhofer  
Christopher F. Gossett  
Hannah Kate Gotcher  
Kaitlyn Gottlob  
Amanda Gayle Green  
Chevi Brooke Lynn Green  
Lashannon Green  
Eileen Dee Grimes  
Francesca Giulianna Guadagnolo Olmos  
Sylvia Gutierrez  
Sarah Hallmark  
Danah Mohammad Hamdan  
Mallory Hamilton  
Kayla Renee Harris  
Keyyada Javelle Harrison  
Ashley Michelle Harvell

Department of Kinesiology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN KINESIOLOGY  
David Buckley  
MS, Stephen F. Austin State University, 2020  
BS, Stephen F. Austin State University, 2018  
Dissertation Title: Vascular and Metabolic Consequences of T Cell Aging  
Supervising Professor: Daniel Wayne Trott

Ashley Darling  
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University, 2020  
BS, Virginia Commonwealth University, 2018  
Dissertation Title: Sympathetic-Cardiovascular Stress Reactivity in Adults with Major Depressive Disorder  
Supervising Professor: Jody Greaney

Master’s Degrees  
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING  
Gareth Wayne Arrogante Abacan  
Gillian A. Abang  
Samit Abidi  
Effie Ann Abraham  
Razia Y. Agha  
Junbum Ahn  
Lauren Marie Albright  
Maria Alejandro  
Rebecca Mary Allison  
John Anthony Alvarado  
Chad E. Andy  
Steven Juaquin Anzaldua  
Sarah Ardesiri  
Martin Arroyos  
Amelie Auclerc  
Amanda Nicole Augustino  
Alyssa Ayarzaguita  
Mohammad Azzam  
Holly Ann Baker  
Ganga Banjara  
Jyoti Baral  
Maria Pinto Barbin  
Aleisha Shashouna Bartlett Compo  
Jessica Conrad Bartow  
Melanie Bartram  
Jana Rose Benad  
Michelle Dawn Bender  
Chonmpia Tan Bandhukul Bingham  
Cassandra Bless  
Ulonda Denise Boins  
Caitlin Boren  
Jeffrey Arca Boyce  
Whitney Nicole Bremer  
Trisha Nicole Brones  
Joddi Dawn Bronar  
Clarissa Ann Buxton  
Ericka Chandler Calhoun  
Jan Marian Campbell  
Wendy Campbell  
Stacey Lee Comaposagrado  
Abbie Lee Cano  
Ashley Gloor Cantu  
Tulani Carranza  
Victor A. Carranza  
Alicia Fae Carrier  
Shaun May Carter  
Elizabeth Carvajal Corrales  
Shannon Marie Casillas  
Josh Castle  
Najish P. Charrana  
Cintya Roxana Chavez  
Jaimie Marie-Hill Cheung  
Amanda Lynn Chicou  
Mwandu Chola Chirwa  
Jasmine Marie Cobb  
Rachel Michele Cochran  
Ebonie Nicole Conley  
Emily Cooley  
Chelsea Elaine Cooper  
Brandi Lynn Corbett  
Jose Reynaldo Cordova  
Ashleigh Courts  
Beverly Margaret Crain  
Angela Catherine Crowder  
Permin Cruz  
Nicole Caroline Csiki  
James A. Cuellar  
Abby Nicole Cullen  
Casey Marie Curf  
Brittini Marie David  
Jenifer Rena Davidson  
Monica Hernandez Davila  
Camara Chaunade Davis  
Aaron Jouston De Leon  
Lizbeth Gelisan Deadman  
Whitley Amanda Dean  
Monica Joyce Delano  
Frank Anthony Delatorre  
Richard Vincent Denney  
Eileen Erin Dinnie  
Mary R. Dismuke  
Gavyn Shea Diviney  
Marlyn Domangue  
Bruiana Eloria Dominguez  
Catherine Ann Dougan  
Samantha Shaniel Drew  
Andrew Scott Dunbar  
Annie Helen Dunham  
Amanda Lynn Eaton  
Laurie Corrine Edmiston  
Andrea Elizondo  
Seromo A. Enawore  
Tiffany Lemay English  
Diane Erazo Olivieri  
Kristie Amanda Esparza  
Rebecca Faist  
Jamie Marie Fallon  
Elizabeth Ann Fiedler  
Carie Deann Figueroa  
Alexa Rae Finch  
Jennifer Lynn Flores  
Marianna Teresa Flores  
Violeta Flores  
Kristina Forrest  
Melissa Harlan Forsythe  
Devon Adair Fuller  
Felicia Kay Fuller  
Jennifer L. Garcia  
Mary R. Garcia  
Nadia Pricilla Garcia  
Josefina Gaytan-Gonzalez  
Jessica Leigh Geiman  
Miranda Marie George  
Michele Kajenan Gontarek  
Helen Nicole Gonzales  
Michael Christian Gonzales  
Andrea Gonzalez  
Crystal Burciaga Gonzalez  
Itzel M. Gonzalez  
Katrina Loren Gonzalez  
Melissa Ann Gonzalez  
Vanessa Lizbeth Gonzalez  
Jessica A. Gonzalez-Stuhlhofer  
Christopher F. Gossett  
Hannah Kate Gotcher  
Kaitlyn Gottlob  
Amanda Gayle Green  
Chevi Brooke Lynn Green  
Lashannon Green  
Eileen Dee Grimes  
Francesca Giulianna Guadagnolo Olmos  
Sylvia Gutierrez  
Sarah Hallmark  
Danah Mohammad Hamdan  
Mallory Hamilton  
Kayla Renee Harris  
Keyyada Javelle Harrison  
Ashley Michelle Harvell
John Paul Hatten  
Jessica Ann Hetteche  
Jennilyn Austria Hilado  
Leighann Georgetta Hill  
Patricia Danielle Hill  
Shelby Ann Hillyer  
Anita Hine  
Anjelica Hinojosa  
Vi Ho  
Bryan David Hobbs  
Katarina Izabella Hodde  
Anjæe Taray Holder  
Nicole Holly Kay Hollinger  
David Vance Holt  
Abigail Elisabeth Hopper  
Sarah Elizabeth Hughes  
Ugonma Esther Igwe  
Terry W. Irwin  
Bryan Lee Ishmael  
Jauslynn Jackson  
Jennifer Jackson  
Sashin Jamo  
Amanda Elizabeth Jeffers  
Elisabeth R. Jiang  
Selby Ann Jose  
Brittany D. Juelch  
Jessica Joann Kaliel  
Christopher Taro Kato  
Sarah Kees  
Hannah Elizabeth Kennedy  
Kayla L. Kent  
Betty Chelagat Kigen  
Dana Camille Kincaid Ensign  
Kimberly King  
Monica Lenn King  
Shaina Ann King  
Mercy Kinyanjui  
Sherry Kirkpatrick  
Natalie A. Kleinhammer  
Rosemaria Palatty Kochapann  
Hannah Kiku Komai  
Tiffany Anne Kosch  
Amanda Lauren Lasek  
Amanda Kay Langford  
Charmagne Lanuza  
Kaneisha Larry  
Aziza Latoya  
Amber Michelle Lavery  
Tyler E. Lawrence  
Takayla Monet Liburd  
Mary Linicomm  
Tioko Yuvette Littles  
Samantha Terrazas Longoria  
Brisa Liliana Lopez  
Karina Lugo  
Samita Madhani  
Brandilyn Makshanoff  
Kelly Malodonado  
Michelle Maldonado  
Erin Mikal Malone  
Shannon Louise Mason  
Guadalupe S. Mata  
Amanda Lynn May  
Cecilia Mazalewski  
Amber Nichole McCloud  
Shannon Adair McConkey  
Todd McCormick  
Mishea Allison McCoy  
Zachery Thomas McCoy  
Sarah Katlin McGrath  
Kimberly D. McGregor  
Vanessa Elisa McLean  
Melanie Alina McMahon  
Don W. Melton  
Yadhyra Mendez  
Alexandria Mikhailov  
Larisa Mikhailov  
Bradley Alan Miles  
Annelise Millan  
Jessica Akin Miller  
Lindsey Moore  
Jessica Morales Hernandez  
Nicole Marie Moreno  
Lynsie P. Murley  
Revin Mustafa  
Brandy Lyn Naggatz  
Margie Aguares Natividad  
Juliet Ohuchi Ndugbu  
Shannah Lea Needleman  
Ha Nguyen  
Lyna Phuong Nguyen  
Crystal A. Noble  
Olivia Faith Nolan  
Meshelle R. Norris  
Courtney Lynn Novella  
Alfred Nyairo  
Aimee Catherine Oates  
Irene Ocharo  
Job Maosa Ochoki  
Veronica Anyango Ogot  
Catherine Ojiambo  
Holly O’Keeffe  
Floricel Oliva-Dizon  
Jessica Yvette Orozco  
Lindsey Anne Orr  
Hailey R. Osbourn  
Tyson J. Owen  
Venessa Christine Pardierna  
Kara Brooke Palmer  
Catherine Michelle Papasan  
Melanie Victoria Paquette  
Ami S. Patel  
Mansi Pathak  
Carrie Lynn Patton  
Elizabeth Perales  
Chelsey Nicole Peters  
Evelyn Tien Pham  
Amanda Marie Pineda  
Jennifer Marie Pinkerton  
Jennifer Lynn Powdrez  
Mariah T. Prevattre  
Megan Nicole Query  
Preonna Chamling Rai  
Humaira Rasool  
Panthea Razazi Khiabani  
Kevin Michael Reese  
Danielle M. Reyes  
Idalia Reyna  
Valeria Reyma  
Gina Marie Rhodes  
Nancy Rivas  
Jenna Elizabeth Robinson  
Maxine Lucille Rosen  
Brittney Marie Rosin  
Holly Kristina Royer  
Lana Vergel Ruiz  
Zaira Alejandro Saenz  
Jayson Elijah Salazar  
Tasnim Sabri Salem  
Kate Christina Salmonsien  
Kathleen Wilson Sarabia  
Alesha Anne Scott  
Paloma Serna  
Raul Serrano  
Johanna Nicole Sheppard  
Cynthia Colleen Shown  
Jessica Guinn Sikes  
Mary Ann Simar  
Amber Elizabeth Simms  
Tracie Chornac Simpson  
Baylee Marie Smith  
Michael Smith  
Melissa D. Soliz  
Natalie Paige Spika  
Joseph W. Stewart  
Andrea Leigh Stone  
Hailey Streeter  
Justine Nicole Strelczyk  
Anna M. Stroud  
Anne Marie Sullivan  
Paula Jean Suter  
Sanober Syed  
Kristal Tabarez  
Guangying Tang  
Tram To  
Danielle Jolene Touchet  
Cheyenne Bailey Tracy  
Van H. Tran  
Amanda Jean Trapasso  
Rachel Elaine Trevino  
Katherine Udowski  
Gabriel Valadez  
Amanda Joy Vanegas  
Erica Paola Vega  
Cloe Katherine Veldhuis  
Avery L. Voigt  
Aaron Ishaq Wafayee  
Darla Rae Wagner  
Alyssa Mardee Walker  
Kelly Anne Walker  
Leah Walker-Brame  
Cheryl Gemzarino Walzer  
Sammy Ray Wellborn  
Stephanie White Peddy  
Macey Renea Whitley
Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Kinesiology

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Sabrina Akhter Mim
Jessica Douglas
Marquetta LaTrees Jones
Sumidhi Kulkarni
Cristian Acuna

Masters of Science in Athletic Training
Alexis Ashley Alegre
Mohamed Ayman Almuhaidin
Mamie Ryann Brownlee
Becky Marie Brown

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Michelle Guevara
Trishla Hiren Joshi
Tyrion Christian Rice
Prarthi Jignesh Shah
Jahnvi Jigarkumar Soni

Bachelors of Science in Nursing
Fetene Tibebu Abraham
Jennifer Mary Abraham (C)
Brenda Abrams
Cristian Acuna
Andrea Tatiana Adaway
Allison Nicole Adcock
Iman K. Afaneh (C)
Rufus Iziegbe Agbonyi
Patricia Amelia Aguilar
Ikponmwonsa Omorogbeh Aigbe
Kolawole Oluwole Ajo
Teslimat Yetunde Akinnawo
Sabreen Al bashiti (S)

Bachelors of Science in Nursing
Jillian LeAnn Alcorn
Ranya Bader Ali (C)
Gerald Lee Pulay Alipit
Savannah Marie Alizadeh (M)
Mackenzie Allemand (C)
Shahed Wael Al-Sahili

Alison Nicole Alvarado (M)
Kelsey Anise Alvarado
Reina Estela Alvarez Rivera
Roy Jhovanny Alvirez
Chelsea Ogechi Amaram
Nicolette Madilynn Amegoito (C)
Rachel Ames
Nadia Amin
Gloria D. Amos Nwankwo
Taofeek Akanbi Amusat
Anh Kim Anderson
Siyo Han Andree
Ashley M. Ansley (S)
Lauren Brooke Antill (M)
Nina Azuka Anyaegbunam
Kolmavi Demawu Apouvi
Veronica Arango
Kara Lindsey Archer
Chisom Jennifer Arinze
Jasmine Arizpe (C)
Marina Lara Armstrong
Alirio N. Arteaga
Laura Ann Ashill (M)
Sarah M. Asmaty (S)
Olujuwu Atuegbu (C)
Pamela Ann August (C)
Erica Avaisiloaxie (S)
Sunjanel Avevilla (M)
Layla Amir Awad
Boluwatlile Grace Ayo-Olusanya
Sinclaire Azemafac Azemafac (C)
Kinley Alexa Baatz
Nicolette T. Bach (C)
Nicole Alexandre Bachynsky
Danielle M. Backes
Sun Nam Bae
Lensa Teklu Baissa
Jasmin Baker
Megan Renee Baker
Mary Lou Balderaz
Heather Sterling Ballard
Bharosa Baniya
Tina Jeanette Banks
Kaysha L. Barbosa
Bonnie Ranae Barnard
Melissa Dawn Barnes
Emma August娜 Barnett
Daisy Lule Barrera
Brenda Barreto
Olga Rose Barrientos
Laura F. Barron
Royce Bartolome (M)
Taniasha Bass
Brenda L. Bassett (M)
Kathryn Louise Batten (S)
Aster Shiferaw Bayu
Ramona Beamer
Claire Cristal Bean
Ciara Beane
Richard Christopher Becerra (M)
Madison Laura Beckstead
Rosa Maria Bejarano (M)
Mary K. Bell
Alexandra Taylor Bella
Jodi Layne Belote (C)

Alexis Beltran (M)
Courtney Shandlin Bemis (C)
Madison Benamati
Katelyn Elizabeth Benavides
Makala Jean Benefield (C)
Brittany N. Bennett
Kortnie Deanne Bennett
India Rachelle Bennett
Jessica Lauren Benold (S)
Jasmine N. Benson (C)
Monica Kathryn Bentes
Courtney Berakovich (M)
Astre Gebrehiwet Berhane
Priscilla Lynn Bernal (C)
Marcella Eubanks Bernardino (S)
Darlene Jada Bertholf
Dana Marie Bestler (S)
Aiden Alois Betik (S)
Rahila Mohammadali Bham
Micheal Crystal Biddy
Mackenzie Blaisdell
Brittany Melissa Blaneck
Joel Alfonso Blanco
Sydnee Anisa Blueett (M)
Chelsey Boegler
Adam Stuart Bond
Roxana Elizabeth Bonilla
Judith Jill Borroum (C)
Kaly Durrie Bower
Rita Brze
Amy Michelle Brandenburg
Ravean Brannon
Sandra Bren (C)
Julia L. Brescian
Frances Renee Bridges
Rebecca Ann Brisbane-Woodard
Shannon Beth Broughton (C)
Courtnie Brown
Kimberly J. Brown (M)
Ruthann Brown
Lucas Bryant
Jessica Bucur
Elienid Budd
Estela Buenrostro (C)
Christina Phung Bui
Makia Bundu
Leighann Victoria Buras (S)
Arthur Thomas Burciaga
Alexandria Bureau (S)
Shelby Morgan Burnett
Desiree Donycle Burnley
Krystal Nicole Bushy
Morgan Byrd (C)
Ashley Lavonne Caballero
Gregory Cabello
Ruth Cabrales (M)
Anita Rose Caldesa
Adina Callicotte
Victoria Page Callis
Sandra Jeanne Cambridge
Summer Lea Campbell
Ashley Campos (M)
Isaac Matthew Canales
Stephanie Cardenas (C)
Herlinda Cardenas Arce (M)
Johana Cardona (S)
Diana Carlyle
Rickey Kyle Caron
Catherine N. Carranza
Mitzi Marie Carrera
Guadalupe Guevara Carrizal (C)
Kyle Wayne Carter
Tara Carter
Soafa R. Casey (S)
Mayra P. Castaneda
Jose Lucio Castillo
Mario Enrique Castillo Jr. (S)
Janeth Castillo Herman (M)
Justina Jacinda Centeno
Karina Elizabeth Cervantes
Michelle Cervantez
Amanda Nicole Chadwick
Brandy Nichole Chamrad
Emma Chandler (S)
Stephanie Chapa
Ana-Lissa Charles-Pierre (M)
Jancye Sirree’ Chasteen (M)
Alejandra A. Chavez
Cinthia Maria Chavez (M)
Adrian Javier Chavira
Kimber Rena Chibihi-Hossni
Lena Cheatham
Tory Childs (S)
Jessica Marie Ciesla (M)
Taylor Irene Cuilla
Jonathan David Clanton
Ameri Clark (C)
Rayesha Clay
Brittni Delia Clemons
Christopher Glen Click
Crista Danielle Clifton
Kiara Lynne Cobian (M)
Delia Elizabeth Cobos (S)
Stephanie M. Cochran
Alecia Cody
Kelly McWhorter Cole
Kamesha Lashay Coleman
Fernanda Lima Collins
Kierra D’Shae Collins
Kelsey Conners
Lisa Conrad
Corrine Jaselle Contreras
Abigail Elena Cooper
Alliese Hernandez Cooper
Herlie Tagoon Cooper
Lauren Elizabeth Cooper (S)
Lisa Marie Copeland
Christina Ann Copping (S)
Roberto Coronado
Christine Cortez
Mykel T. Costley (M)
Stephanie Covarrubias
Ebony Nicole Covington
Lajeanna Marie Cowan-Jackson
Arsheena Tenae Cox
Cami Crawford
Denica Danielle Creighton (M)
Nicole Crosby
Jeanette B. Cruz
Tiffany Gail Cruz
Cynthia Cruz Benitez
Briana Nkieruh Cubie-Lucas
Emily Cuellar
Sophia A. Culp
Alexandra Nicole Cundieff (S)
Jennifer S. Cunningham
Victoria A. Dahlberg (M)
Orellie Roxas Dalde
Raul Damian (M)
Ethan Nam H. Dang
Cindy Dao
Paolo Dao (C)
Victoria Marie Darnell
Eke Dorcas David
Kaycee E. Davidson
Jessica M. Davila
Alasia K. Davis
Elizabeth Dawson (M)
Kristen De La Cruz (M)
Camila De La Torre (C)
Leah Angelica Reyes De Leon (S) *
Alaina M. Deal
Lashenda Yvette Debose
Maria Stephanie Del Rosario
Krisxan Ida Nino Dela Rosa
Christi Ann Delacruz
Anthony Matthew Deleon
Citlali Guadalupe Delgado Flores
Ruhama Nigusse Deneberu
Christopher Joseph Detten
Saharr Basem Dia (C)
Alia Eve Dickenson (M)
Kristi Dickinson (M)
Cristela Diemer
Rachel Taylor Dieterich
Kim Phuong Thi Dinh
Jena Disimoni
Michael Timothy Donohue (S)
Heather Michelle Dooly
Zsa Zsa Eay Downey
Daija Draper (S)
Sarah Draper (C)
Courtney Fay Drew
Alana Rae Duckworth
Danielle Ananiee Duff
Clare Elizabeth Duggan (M)
Kali M. Duke
Oltanialz Dumes
Stephen Duncan
Amber Dupree
Jedidiah Manuel Duran
Marisol F. Duran (M)
Albertina Durk
Jasmine Lataye Eagans
Shayla East
Jennifer Ann Eastlund (M)
Alvine Echioimbe
Sandra Eckert
Portia Chimaka Egbe
Jane Ujuoma Ejekam
Jaylynn Jerrica Eliassaint
Lydia Elizondo
Christine Ann Ellis (S)
Vianey Elizabeth Elvir Valle
Amber A. Evine (M)
Kaitlin Ann Erbes
Jailian Ervin (C)
Tanney Jade Escalona
Julia C. Esperza
Jessie Jayson Espejo
Anna Maria Espinosa
David Alvin Ethridge (C)
Nicholas Daniel Ewbank (C)
Taylor Michelle Fabian (M)
Victoria Facchini (M)
Ealyne Cadorna Fagan
Arcelia Joy Farias
Amy Lynn Farmer
Monica Farmer
Kimberly Lauren Adria Farquharson
Cecilia A. Fatola (M)
Sheridan Parker Fayle
Angela Christina Felix (C)
Camille Kristine Banzon Fernando (M)
Elissa Christine Ferrer
Kelsey Greer Tesler
Ailyn Fiandor
Rosie Peterson Fields
Nehemias Jario Flores
Monica A. Flores De Turner
Rocio Ford (M)
Yakeisha Foreman
Venatius Umba Forka
Meredith Anne Forman (S)
Melissa Beth Foster
Allison Nicole Fox
Adrienne Elizabeth Franklin
Morgan Elizabeth Franklin
Sandra Lynn Franklin
Noe Evan Frausto
Jena Rose Frazier (S)
LaTanya Marie Freeman
Kelly Anne Frisbie (M)
Paige N. Fulks
Laura Jaquelin Gaona
Elizabeth Ann Garcia
Francisco Garcia
Jose Garcia (M)
Kristy Garcia (M)
Lisa Marie Garcia (M)
Maribel Garcia
Valeria Garcia
Yuri Celest Garcia
Kayla Christine Gardner (M)
Lindsay Alyssa Garner (C)
Esquivel Ann Lisa (M)  Wesley Ryan Meyer  Cheyenne Kimvian Nguyen (G)
Elizabeth Jo Little  Caresse Michaud Gallardo  Dana Nguyen
Tamaya Tashaye Lofton (C)  Rachelle Belinda Milam  Kenneth Nguyen
Tyriana Long  Allison Nicole Miller  Lisa Kim Nguyen (M)
Chelsea Ann Cameron Longoria  Aubrey Ann Miller (S)  Mary Nguyen (C)
Angelina Xiomara Lopez  Andrea Mireles  Quang Nguyen
Christian Eduardo Lopez (S)  Plushin Mishra  Sonia Anh Dao Nguyen (C)
Sharon Marie Love (M)  Kisha Kishawn Mitchell  Taylor C. Nguyen (C)
Mackenzie Danielle Lowe  Rochelle Alexis Mitchell  Tony M. Nguyen
Tina Marie Lozano (C)  Emily Frances Mobley  Tuyen Thanh Nguyen (C)
Velma Lozano (S)  Jared Mogaka Mogoi  Amanda Michelle Nichols
Bethany Danielle Luckey (S)  Funto Fumilade Molade  Patience Atabong Njukang
Iylia Nereyda Luna  Mary Esther Molina  Chimene Deumeni Noumeni
Aimee Noel Lunney  Cinthya Mondragon (S)  Anthonia Nwina
Torry Erin Lynch  Mayra Nerida Mondragon Alvarez  Fiona Nyangor
Faith Zoe Lynn (M)  Angel Labriano Monjarraz  Ruth Bisieri Nyatwori
Michelle Knudtson Madrigal  Sahira Elizabeth Monroy (C)  Jorge Luis Ochoa
Jennifer Catherine Magenheimer  Keiry Estefany Montano  Vanessa Michelle Ochoa
Rene June V. Manaig (M)  Kristina Araneta Montinola  Shannon L. O’Donnell (M)
Jonathan A. Mandalia  Mindy Leigh Montoya  Funmilola Mercy Okanlawon (C)
Rebecca Alice Marchan  Maegan Deliece Moore  Annette Uju Okeke
Melanie Dawn Marcotte  Fred Everette Morales III (S)  Perpetua Ogochukwu Okpalaese (S)
Randi Kaye Markwardt  Holly Jo Morales  Faith Osatoahmwen Okunrobo
Sophia Marmolejo  Reyna Morales  Oluwatoyin Atinuke Olatunji
Preston W. Marr  Jacob Ricardo Morales-Cruz  Ileana Jay Olavarria
Dace Maxine D. Martin (C)  Mia I. Moreno *  Ithzi Oliervides
Joel J. Martin  Stephanie Moreno  Onamiyeoluwa Olufunsho
Lauren Nicole Martin (S)  Austen Nathaniel Morgan  Natalie Waka Oluoch
Roberto Carlos Martinez (C)  Chelsea Marie Morin  Ememobong Sarah Olusegun
Stephanie Martinez  Simona Lia Morosan  Olufunbi Mary Oluosola
Dunette Mason (S)  Emily Kathryn Morris (M)  Anna Oluro
Haneen Adel Mersati (C)  Jacob Carl Moss (C)  Olanike Oluwole
Pamela Julissa Mata  Cristina Mota-Rojas  Keyla Jocelyn Olvera
Sheuntana Mata  Malda Muho (C)  Moromoke Oriyayo Omotoso
Manu Mathew  Lucy Wanjiru Anastasia Mungai  Adetoun Evelyn Onafuwa
Chally Patrice Matte  Isela Nataly Munoz  Michael Ifechukwude Onianwa
Julie Anne Mattson (S)  Madison Daly Murphy  Caroline M. Onsare
Katy Ellen Mauro (C)  Nara Latoosh Murphy  Evelyne Moikeira Onyancha (M)
Hejac Kalee Moody (M)  Verity Murphy  Luis Gerardo Ore
Lora Lee Mayes (C)  Justin Muszalski  Karla Michelle Ortiz
Megan Chinwe Mbao  Savannah Lynn Myers  Jennifer Osei (M)
Callie Lenee McClellan  Crescend N. Nambu  Ivonne Ovando
Lekesha Rene McCoy  Kenia Nava  Giselle Ailyn Oviedo
Kimberly R. McDaniel  Yajaira Nava Ramos  Anna Kathleen Owings
Jessica Dawn McDonald (S)  Brandi Navarro  Claire Mica Park (C)
Holly Frances McKeethan  Jose L. Navarro (C)  Jennifer Marie Paredes (C)
Dawn Lynnee McKendrick (M)  Vingela Navarro  Claire Mia Park (C)
Kaitlin Joyce Mcrae (C)  Dominique Jeilani Neal (S)  John Soonhong Park (M)
Kristen Nicole Caudill Mcvey (M)  Amanda Pearl Nealy (C)  Joy Park
Kaylee Hawk Meadows  Katlyn Bethany Neel  Cristian Marcelo Parra
Josefina Padilla (C)  Kisha-Dean O. Neita  Golnaz Parvini
Anna Kathleen Owings  Rebecca E. Nelson  Pooja Patel
Sperhaps Hemple  Lindsay Nichole Peacock (C)  Priyal M. Patel (C)
Kenia Nava  Noelle Nelson (M)  Anthony Alexander Paul
Aaron Kyle Mendoza  Rebecca E. Nelson  Myisha Michelle Payne
Audrey Mendoza  Sosna Nemera (S)  Amanda Rose Peacock
Aubrey Mendoza  Cristan Veronica Negron (M)  Jennifer Nicole Peacock
Caleb Cristian Mendoza  Sash Deafina Nyesia  Natalie Ann Peal
Ashley Lizbeth Meneses (M)  South Deafina Nyesia  Debryon Lanie Pearson (M)

(S) Summa Cum Laude  (M) Magna Cum Laude  (C) Cum Laude
Lesnic Tatiana
Jilyn Vergara Tatlonghari
Kayla N. Tauilbee
Deborah Nichole Taylor
Shantwinecka Rene' Taylor
Stephanie Ann Taylor
Berthe Thuenkam
Kristen Elizabeth Teal (C)
Makayla Ross Tell
Jonathan W. Templeton
Daniela Tepper
Nabina Thapa
Krista Thrasher
Sonia Pooneni Tientcheu
Waleska Salome Tifre
Cherie Whitney Titzman
Dawn Marie Tusty (M)
Abigail Cindy Tobola
Kimberly Michelle Todryk
Cortland Shonell Tolbert
Michelle Tong (C)
Chipha Destin Tony
Valerie A. Toodle
Amanda Yvonne Torres (M)
Jennifer Renee Torres
Johanna Torres
Michelle Annette Torres
Sonia Amaris Torres
Jennifer A. Torrez
Timayah Marie Trahan
Jodi Vanessa Tramel
Elizabeth Tran
Evonnie Tran
Huy Phuong Tran (M)
Mai Thy Tran
Quang Dinh Tran
Iris Ann Trevino (M)
Vanessa Ann Trevino
Tina K. Trinh (C)
Evelyn Cecilia Trull
Angel Gabriel Turcios (M)
Erial Dawn Blockcolski Turley
Genesis L. Turman
Destiny Nicole Turner
Glendien R. Turner (C)
Rheanna Rachelle Tweedy
Michelle Lee Twilligear (M)
Virginia Hechikuwu Uchegbu (M)
Faye Aguda Udan (C)
Juliette Ueckert (S)
Mary I. Ugege
Angelina Ung (M)
Jeremy Joe Uzoka
Alyssa Valdez
Carolina Maria Valdez
Debanie Valeria Valdez
Brittney Marie Valle (C)
Kayla Renee Vasquez
Shakaya Vaughn
Mariana Vega
Jessica M. Vela
Vanessa Melody Vela (C)
Carlos Maurice Velasco
Shavonte Rene'l Verreit
Miriam M. Villalobos
Kimberly Lucia Villalpando
Cassandra Nicole Villarreal
Karen Melissa Villarreal
Kelly Joanna Villeda-Alvarado
Jennifer Villegas
Edith Bernal Vina (C)
Priscilla Nycole Viray-Edwards (C)
Tracy T. Vu (C)
Megan Nicole Wakefield (C)
Tabitha Ann Lange Wallace
Breonna Piper Wallace
Chase Wallace
Veronica Waller
Cody Patrick Walsh (S)
Xia Sun Walsh (C)
Vyonna Wambui Wambugu
Shadrack Barasa Wanjala
Michelle Lynn Washburne
Saunya'e Meyaun Watson
Cody Eason Weatherston
Deanna Kuhn Webb (S)
Ashley Nicole Weide
Kirsten Marie Welch
Tiffany Jane Welch
Rebecca Welge
Violet Marie West
Danielle Krystal Whilaker-Lasam (M)
Skye Ashley Whitley Malloy (C)
Jody Ann Morrie Whynert (S)
Robert Scott Whyte (S)
Nessa Wicker (C)
Janise Wilkins
Dalerick Donnell Williams
Denise Never Williams
Emily Kay Williams (M)
Evan Alexander Williams
Racquel Monique Williams
Michael Todd Williamson (S)
Kira A. Wilson
Ahlysa Marie Wise
Gyeori Won (M)
Madison Nicole Wood
Victoria Kailey Medina Woody
Razia M. Worth
Courtlynd Lee Xu (M)
Ashley Renee Yantz
Nina Luisa Yuen
Lauren Elizabeth Ybanez (C)
Stephanie Ashby Yerg
Kimberly Young
Courtney Leigh Youngblood (M)
Haley Marie Youner (C)
Cameron Joseph Yount (M)
Dana Denise Zamora
Marisol Zapata
Karla Ariel Zavala Almazan (C)
Audra Elizabeth Zimmerman
Lola May Zirbel (C)
Lauren R. Zubek (M)
Denise Yvette Zuniga
Yoahana Zuniga Belman

Department of Kinesiology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN KINESIOLOGY
Daniel Cameron Arteaga
Alberto Balderas
Tyler Wayne Barnard
Alondra De La Cruz Ramirez (M)
Trevor Scott Foster
Christian Hernandez
Eduardo Hernandez (C)
Lucas Edward Key
Tommy Eugene St. John (C)
Ean Christopher Walker
Makenzie Marie Whiteley (C)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Khalid Abdulla (C)
Lauren Alvarez
Sebastian Alvarez
Katerine Anariva
Zaid M. Badawi
Garrison Berkley (S)
Xavier Caffee
Nadia Carpenter
Miguel Angel Carrillo
Ashley Carver (M)
Emily Nicole Castillo (C)
Nadia Louise Castillo
Dayana Melissa Castillo Lara
Tanya Castruita
Oluwademilade Akinmade Cole
Sydni Bryana Coleman
Elsey Colunga
David Conner
Nathan Coria
Faviola Correa
Ericka Cecilia Cortez Fernandez
Andy Dang (M)
Merina Daniel
Ebony Paige Daniels
Ashanti Davis
Armando Luis Delgado Rosario (M)
Cameron Elizabeth Deluna
Kendra G. Duong
Alyssa Danielle Duran
Andrea Garcia (M)
Carolina Garcia
Asma Ghalam-Abbas
Makenna Chase Hall
Tabitha Haun
Brynn E. Henry
Carlos Alberto Hernandez
Zaira Denice Hernandez

(S) Summa Cum Laude
(M) Magna Cum Laude
(C) Cum Laude
Doctoral Degrees

Department of Biology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN QUANTITATIVE BIOLOGY
Kelsey Beavers
BS, Texas Christian University, 2018
Dissertation Title: Corals in Crisis: A Transcriptomic Investigation of Stony Coral Tissue Loss Disease
Supervising Professor: Laura D. Mydlarz

Madison Emery
BS, University of Miami, 2018
Dissertation Title: The Influence of Intracellular Photosymbiosis on the Evolution and Function of Cnidarian Immunity
Supervising Professor: Laura D. Mydlarz

Neda Habibi Arejan
MD, Qazvin University of Medical Sciences, 2007
Dissertation Title: A New Model for Polar Growth in Mycobacteria: The Role of Wag31 and Mmp3 in Cell Wall Synthesis
Supervising Professor: Cara Boutte

Augusto Cesar Hunt Serracin
BS, University of North Texas, 2017
Dissertation Title: Managing Stress: A Study of Stress Response Mechanisms in Mycobacteria
Supervising Professor: Cara Boutte

Meghan Noelle Korte
BA, College of Saint Benedict, 2017
Dissertation Title: Exploring the Ecological Drivers of Evolution of Brain Size, Cognition, and Behavior in Trinidadian Killifish (Anablepoides bartti)
Supervising Professor: Matthew Walsh

Thinh Phu Pham
BS, UT Arlington, 2019
Dissertation Title: Understanding Parthenogenesis in Intraspecific Crosses and CRISPR Gene Editing Using Daphnia pulex
Supervising Professor: Sen Xu

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMISTRY
Brandon T. Watson
BS, Texas Tech University, 2017
Dissertation Title: The Chemistry of Coinage Metals With Unsaturated Hydrocarbons Supported by Pyrazolyl and Pyridyl Based Ligands
Supervising Professor: Rasika Dias

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Silvia Jessica Mostacedo Marasovic
MS, University of Florida, 2020
BS, University of Zamorano, 2008
Dissertation Title: Water Education: Teaching and Learning About Socio-Hydrologic Systems in Formal K-16 Classroom Settings and Faculty Development
Supervising Professor: Cory T. Forbes

Department of Mathematics

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MATHEMATICS
Mesfer Hamad F. Alajmi
MS, Western Michigan University, 2016
BS, King Abdulaziz University, 2011
Dissertation Title: A Class of Game-Theoretic and Fokker-Planck Optimal Control Frameworks in Colon and Esophageal Cancer
Supervising Professor: Souvik Roy

Asma Ali H. Alghamdi
MS, King Abdul Aziz University, 2016
BS, King Abdul Aziz University, 2010
Dissertation Title: Optimal Control Frameworks for a Class of Epidemiological and Oncological Models
Supervising Professor: Souvik Roy

Tyson Cassada Bailey
MS, UT Arlington, 2021
MEd, Tennessee State University, 2005
BS, Tennessee State University, 2000
Dissertation Title: Comparing Calculus Students’ Use of Problem-Solving Strategies on Related Rates of Change Problems in a Traditional Versus Online Homework Format
Supervising Professor: James A. M. Alvarez

Jose Efrain Lozano
MS, Loyola University Chicago, 2016
BS, Loyola University New Orleans, 2015
Dissertation Title: Point Modules and Line Modules of Certain Quadratic Quantum Projective Spaces
Supervising Professor: Michaela Vancliff

Te’a Riley
MS, UT Arlington, 2022
BS, Spelman College, 2019
Dissertation Title: Exploring the Role of Undergraduate and Graduate Real Analysis Experiences in the Mathematical Trajectories of Women Mathematicians from Historically Disenfranchised Groups
Supervising Professor: James A. M. Alvarez

Department of Physics

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN PHYSICS AND APPLIED PHYSICS
Hector Carranza Jr.
BS, California State University at Dominguez Hills, 2016
Dissertation Title: Boosted Dark Matter Search With the ICARUS Detector at the Gran Sasso Underground National Laboratory
Supervising Professor: Jaehoon Yu

Yang Pan
MS, Visvesvaraya Technological University, 2019
BS, Huazhong University of Science & Technology, 2015
Dissertation Title: Apply Deep Learning Applications to Address Ionospheric Studies
Supervising Professor: Yue Deng

Scott Allen Yarbrough
BS, Baylor University, 2016
Dissertation Title: Student Performance in Modern Physics in an Active, Partially Flipped Classroom
Supervising Professor: Ramon Edgardo Lopez
Master’s Degrees

Department of Biology

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Reanna Conway
Jana Daoud
Regineath Iruoghene Ogumi
Payalben Patel
Pranav Kiritt Patel
Akhillia Sajeek Kumar
Naga Sravani Vedanabhatla

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Linda Lallawmsangi
Anush Pabley

Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND EARTH SCIENCES
Erica Graciela Almance
Shiva Shankar Palacherlla
Suprina Shrestha

Department of Mathematics

MASTER OF ARTS IN MATHEMATICS
Maleny Carolina Calderon Moya
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Jocelyn Baca Reyes
Michael Phoenix Dailey
Olusola Adebawo Dehinsilu
Julio Cesar Enciso Alva
Sundas Hussain
Jordan Marie Rodriguez

Department of Physics

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
Ligang Wang
Christina Ilona Xing

Department of Psychology

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Alondra Banda
Camara Burleson
Nolan Scott Davis
Angel Gonzalez
Jackson McCart Long
Emily S. Olson
Anna Lisa Alexia Polius
Courtney L. Reed
Brandon Thomas Roberts
Sarah Elizabeth Sates
Keith Hagen Sherwood
Quadir R. Smith
Jesse Antonio Webb

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN LEARNING ANALYTICS
Rachel Marie Spinks Dix

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY
Sakinat Etseoghena Izuagbe
Joel Roberts

Baccalaureate Degrees

Department of Biology

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BIOLOGY
Lauren Labelle Adams (S)
Nicole Marie Cruz Estronza
Kelly C. Dang (C)
Eustacio Dehoyos
Allison E. Duran (M)
Mayra Gonzalez
Ashley Dawn Gregory (C)
Heba Hanna
Valerie Kim Hoang
Neely Leah Huskisson (S)
Melissa M. John
Ashley Rebecca King-Wagner
Yazen Kinjo
Catalina Munoz Terrazas
Darashgam Kaur Nahal (M) §
Gabriel Elijah Orcullo Papa
Rehaab Quaiser
Alexis N. Ramirez (C)
Amani Salem (M)
Haley Jeanette Ward
Sarah Zamora

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Mohamed Salem Abdalati (S)
Nabila Refaat Kozman Abdelmalak (M)
Salwa Refaat Kozman Abdelmalak (M) §
Abdullah A. Abushakra (S)
Tuiwo Adumatioge
Madison Marie Age
Dina Murjan Altawil
Kaya Trinity Andrews
Samuel J. Asare
Sybil Asher (M) *
Alina A. Avdeeva (S)
Hanna Babbitt
Luiscarlo Babineaux (S)
Paul Baty
Atticus James Bradley (C)
Chris Casarez (S)
Amanpreet Chahal (M)
Mirranda Whittlie Chapman
Raeed Chowdhry (M) §
Jala Colbert
Carley Kaleah Coleman (M)
Camille Condron §
Marie Conley (M)
Dharyl Daduya
Bhumika Bianca Devabhai Patel
Claire A. Dewey (M)
Lana Eimith
Mazen Elshaikh Elrayah
Heidy E. Fabela
Taylor A. Falgout
Sandy Fawze
Sara Ossama Nasef Fawze
Jazminne A. Flores
Miguel A. Flores
Madison Isis Fowlkes (C)
Eli Franklin
Isha R. Gandhi (S)
Karen Garcia
Roberto Carlos Garcia
Grace George (S) §
Huda Haboul (S)
Kierra J. Haines
Shamya Heroa (S)
Janessa Hernandez
Jason M. Huerta
Ibrahim Sarmad Ibrahim (M)
Rinju Jacob
Victoria Jaramillo
Jasdeep Kaur (M) *
Ali Ahmed Khan
Omair M. Khan (S)
Emily Hong An Khuu (S)
Rosette Kindja
Emily Kotlinski
Jut Ksor
Tamette Lam (M)
Taylor Crystal Lam
Quyen T. Le (S)
Josh Leeming (S)
Carlos Ruol Leon (S)
Loren Cynthia-Anne Levy (S)
Soraya Cyndura Lim
Nataliea Elizabeth Loften
Claudia L. Lozano
Hang Thanh Thu Ly (M)
Neeka Mardani-Kamali (M)
Juanita Adriana Martinez (S)
Anna Martynova (M)
Harley Renea Mayfield (C)
Hannah Morgan McDaniel (S)
Jasmine Marie Mendez
Alexandra Mendoza (M)
Hannah Mirbahaeeddin
Noman Ali Molwani *
Lily My Lien Natvig
Ariana Celeste Negrete (S)
Khanh B. Nguyen (S)
Thao Huong Nguyen (C)
Ngoc Mai Nguyen Tong (S)
Aminata Njie (C)
Chinononyerem Obiakonwa (S)
Jane Ortiz
Heba Osman §
Jacaranda Peralta
Britney Pham
John Chuong Pham (M)
Jonathan Minhtri Pham (M)
Jackie Ngoc Phan
Kenny Chawn Phonglom (M)
Marcus Ryan Pitts
Brisheidy D. Yanira Prieto
Carla Ramos
Crystal Lynn Rios
Cecilia Raquel Rodriguez
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Master’s Degrees

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Victoria Agogo
Jocelyne Aguilar Valdez
Aubrey Leigh Alexander
Hannah Elizabeth Anthony
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Austgen
Khadijah Zainab Baig
Anastasia Marie Batiste
Kennedy Renee Bell
Ashley Jade Bennett
Jemima Blackwell
Laura Christine Blanchard
Daisy Marylu Blanco
Larna Renee Brinson
Katherine Marie Broyles
Tracey Caraway
Rachel Elizabeth Charlton
Mercedes R. Chetuya
Maria Fernanda Conejo
Ailyn Selenia Corchado
Scott Cameron Creasy
J’Miah Monae Culley
Kenneth Curry
Tuesday Beatrice Darling
Alexandra Luise Davis
Canessa O’Tese Davis
Megan Michelle Davis-Daniels
Raven Symone Debose
Nikole Nichelle Dimanche
Jesus Alberto Donacio
Quanisha Tatyana Dotie
Diamond Dominique Eddington
Skylar Catherine Ellison
Asa M. Fernandez Evans
Tambra J. Q. Finch
Skylar Ann Foster Gilbert
Amanda Alexis Gomez
Emma Kathryn Grindle
Stephanie Mirella Guerrero
Sophia R. Gyles
Chasity N. Hackleman
Ke’Yonna Simone Hall
Jasmine Chardae Haynes
Maria Margarita Hernandez
Caitlin C. Herron
Michael Anthony Isom
Lisa Tola Johnson
MaKita Johnson
Victoria Lauren Johnson
Brianna Nicole Kersey
Amanda Michelle Kneisel
Alyssa Nicole Lambert
Tara Michelle Lattimore
Kayla Alexandria Lee
Kirstie Elisabeth Lee
Kiana Lester
Anafloř Ivy Lopez
Maxwell Alexander Madden
Natibriennne Lavincent McMillion
Tinsley Lynn Mercer
John Albert Miller
Kyla Keith Miller
Sandra Kathleen Miller
Emily Modlin
Austin Campbell Moline
Emily Genevieve Moses
Lorraine Chantel Mossiah
Catherine Murillo
Crystal Gail Myers
Jessica Kate Nare
Sukina Marie Nichols
Lina Ogweta
Seanne O’Hara
Amy Denise Ortiz
Gloria Angelina Palencia
Mikayla Margaret Elise Paschel
Ashley Elaine Peeks
Searah Angelin Perez
Nancy Grace Philip
Joseph D. Pollard
Kayley Reay
Shantel Nicole Redden
Cynthia Cindy Rivera
Samantha Roberts
Sofia Maria Roberts
Alma-Kristina Rodriguez Tusini
Samantha Senae Romero
Stacy Ebony Roselmond
Lynell Rene’ Rowe
Elizabeth Jean Serrell
Rubal Sharma
Megan Michelle Sherman
Tangiia Lasheawn Smith
Marie D. Snyder
Yesenia Soriano

Jennifer Anne Soyars
Callie Jane Spradley
Alyssa Michele Taylor
Taniya Kellease Taylor
Neisha Taylor Scott-White
Chernel Ariel Thompson
Wendy Jo Thornell
Rebecca Marie Vasquez
Guadalupe Maria Vazquez
Rhaiza Enid Velez
Jiah Kahl Waldon
Jasmine Maria Walker
Amanda Grace Wall
Lyric Nicole Warren
Cherdarian Lasha Washington
Kevan J. Wheatley
Kenedi Nicole White
Julia Keanna Wigfall
Yumwanda Willis
Tonisha Kanise Wine
Kineret Ando Yarden
Emma Grace Yeager

Baccalaureate Degrees

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
Teeba Abdulsattar
Rachel Avina Lopez (S)
Cinthya Elizabeth Badillo (C)
Olivia Caroline Barry
Easton Michael Barth (S)
Lex Bocanegra (C)
Amber Campbell
Yareli Melenny Castillo (S)
Esther Conde
Daniel Corona
Janay Shurina-Lee Davis
Amari Dillon
Torrace Denise Dotie (M)
Sophie Elkins (S)
Neleigh N. Everett (S)
Emily Joan Farnam (M)
Jackie Ramon Flores (C)
Devyn Nicole Futrell (C)
Tanielle Gardner
Briza Cecilia Garduno (S)
Mary Ann Gregory
Hope Griffith (M)
Amy Denise Hernandez (M)
Kaylee Cheyenne Holden (S)
Jo Vaughn Johnson (S)
Christina Lynn Jones (C)
Lauren Grace Joslin
Aristide Kaloso
Curselle Lengele Kapia (C)
Olga Katele
Poonam Kadhka
Rory Kusserow (M)
Caroline Lalik
Sandra Martinez
Lindsay Elizabeth McCranie (M)

(S) Summa Cum Laude  † Double Major  • Honors College
(M) Magna Cum Laude  ‡ Dual Degree  § McNair Scholar
(C) Cum Laude
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Dear School we love, You are our Alma Mater, And through the years, Our faith we shall proclaim.

We are each one, A loyal son or daughter, Our song of praise, Shall glorify your name.

Dear School we love, Forever Arlington forever Arlington.
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING, AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Master's Degrees

Department of Landscape Architecture

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Melissa Brown
Patricia Cerda
Michael Elizabeth Moore
Jeevita Sai Paspuneti
Beth Ellen Sipzner
Angelica Elena Villalobos

Department of Public Affairs and Planning

MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Brian Andrew Campbell
Anna Laura Harmjanz
Crystal S. Lemus
Osaro Evbenagie Obayuwana
Akanksha Arvindbhai Patel
Haley Alyssa Riddick
Irene Thao My Vu
Jack Zhu

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Eduardo Aguirre
John Alexander Bell
Agnes Darkowaa Bonsu
Leticia V. Cordero
Linda Rebecca Coryea
Liza A. Cox
William Doss
Cassondra Y. Fields Andrews
Elizabeth Ann Garza
Jonica Raeanne Gillings
Juan Gonzalez
Nathan Wayne Gregory
Sheryl Ann Hall
Mary Sobhy Hanna
Rashad Jackson-Stegall
Phillip James Johns
Issa Abdalla Kafena
Lizzeth Krausse
Elliot M. Lester
John Elton Lewis
Bianca I. Lord
Bryan Loren Lyness
Claudia Alvarez Martinez
Vanessa Carolina Martinez
Isabella Morales
Carol Catherine Murray
Kenneth Wayne Nalley
Luke Evan Offen
John Padinj
Juan Carlos Paredes
Avery Pesek
Ryan Manuel Pohler
Audrey Nicole Ramos
Joel Daniel Rice
Evan Carl Roberts
Jennifer Hutchinson Roberts
Cenika Roderick-Kinley
Drew Colin Shores
Randall J. Sillivent
Angela Caprice Slaughter
Jennifer L. Snyder
Amina Sourang
Michelle Lynn Swindle
Awa Sy
Teanna Thompson
Andrey Victorovich Yemelin
David Shane Zondor

School of Architecture

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Jennifer Aguirre
Omar D. Aguirre
Tristan Alanis
Elizabeth Anne Butler
Hunter Chase Dawson
Andrea Diaz Ramirez
Jason Escobedo
Abhishek Ananth Gudigar
Jonathan Guzman Bañuelos
Dianna Hodza
Disha Manharbhai Jivani
Luis Antonio Leija
Doris Carolina Lucero
Daniel Martinez Lara
Guadalupe Mora Eguiluz
Alfredo Pacheco
Nelson Ismael Portillo
Abdullah Sultan A. Shaheen
Oscar F. Tolentino-Nava
Sue Anali Valdez
Alexis David Velazquez
Javier Alfredo Villanueva
Brandon Minh-Quoc Vu
Irene Thao My Vu
Varsha Wilson

Baccalaureate Degrees

School of Architecture

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE

Elizabeth Adebayo
Benjamin Afrid
Allan Aguirre
Mashal Akhtar
Luis M. Alcantar
Salomon Alcantar
Edward Alvarez
Leonardo Alves Dos Santos
Dena Asaad
Jesse Avila
Luis Enrique Balderas
Karen M. Banegas Escobar
Juan Bentancourt
Kaitlyn N. Benton
Russell-Royce Lawrence Butler
Cassandra Camacho
Jesse Angel Campos
Andy Vo Cao
Louis Cao
Efrain Castro
Giovanni Castro
Andrea Chavez Mancillas
Van Bawi Chin Chum
Leila Fatou Abiba Coulibaly Diakite
Andre David Cuvelier
Kaitlyn Abigail Estonilo Dacpano
Valeria Davila
Addison Ann DeBerry
Ben Burkhart Dennehy
Vrunda Desai
Alex Dominguez
Brannon Ellinwood
Alan V. Escoto
Rebecca G. Few
Emely Garcia
Marissa Nicole Garcia
Matthew Gartner
Ivy Gaspar
Tressa Renee Gautney
Christopher Gomez
Evan Gonzalez
Anthony Henein
Andrea Hernandez
Jorge Herrera
Christian Eli Iglesias
Ensaf Kalbouneh
Arya Kamfiroozi
Elyas Kham
Cassandra Marie Kipker
Shillpa B. Kumar
Christopher Michael Kusek
Doan Thi Ngoc Lam
Gadiel Josiah Leon Salgado
Nancy Lozano
Michelle Marquez
Dylan Jarod Tenorio Martos
Zlata Matveeva
Derek Joseph Maynard
Fernando Mijares Castaneda
Elise M. Milburn
Ariel Nicole Morales-Pearson
Brian D. Nguyen
Gabrielle Phuong Nguyen
Jessica Ortiz Saucedo